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Introduction

The present thesis work was performed in the framework of the biological
effectiveness of ionizing radiation, with particular attention to charged particles
in the energy range of interest for tumor therapy. The core of the work, mainly
developed within the ”ETHICS” INFN project, consisted of the development
and application of a biophysical model, implemented as a Monte-Carlo code, for
the simulation of cell death and chromosome aberrations directly comparable
with in vitro experimental data.

Radiobiological experiments are of fundamental importance in this context;
however they may not be sufficient in some situations and conditions, for in-
stance where the statistics is low due to technical reasons. The experimental
data need therefore to be integrated by theoretical studies and biophysical
models, both to reach a better knowledge about the underlying mechanisms
and to perform predictions where the experimental information is not available.
Moreover this kind of approaches can be of great help in the framework of ra-
diation clinical treatments, in particular hadrontherapy, for which the models
can provide predictions on the response of tumor and healty tissues. Indeed
a purely experimental approach would require to measure the particle bio-
logical effectiveness for a countless number of different irradiation conditions.
Furthermore, experimental RBE (Relative Biological Effectiveness) values are
generally affected by intrinsic uncertainties, due to the RBE dependence on
several factors including not only radiation quality but also dose, dose-rate,
cell type and specific endpoint.

Many different models have been developed and are currently used for var-
ious purposes, including the LEM approach developed at GSI in Germany and
used in various hadrontherapy centers. Some of these models are characterized
by a phenomenological approach, whereas others have a more mechanistic na-
ture. Furthermore, many approaches are specific for one particular endpoint,
tipically cell death, or one particular particle type.

In this context a biophysical model of cell death and chromosome aber-
rations, developed at the University of Pavia and the INFN Pavia Section,
was refined and further extended within this thesis work. The model, called
BIANCA (BIophysical ANalysis of Cell death and chromosome Aberrations),
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Introduction

was developed in order to be suitable for the two aforementioned endpoints
and for different ion species, in a wide energy range. Furthermore it is in-
tended to have a mechanistic nature, in order to shed light on some biophysical
open questions, but also to be simple enough to be useful in the framework of
hadrontherapy, also thanks to the fact that it makes use of only two adjustable
parameters and that the computing times are fast.

The model, implemented in the form of a Monte-Carlo simulation code,
is based on three main assumptions, linking the initial DNA cluster damage,
dependent on both radiation quality and the cell line features, to the pro-
duction of chromosome aberrations, which in turn can lead to clonogenic cell
death. Since the main goal of any tumor therapy is to kill tumor cells while
sparing healty tissues, both these endpoints are relevant, considering that the
induction of some chromosome aberration types in healty cells may cause cell
conversion to malignancy possibly leading to second cancers.

Within this thesis work an already existing model version was first applied
to DNA fragmentation, in order to characterize the critical initial DNA dam-
age. A new version, called BIANCA II, was subsequently developed. Following
a systematic testing against experimental data taken from the literature, this
new version was applied in the framework of hadrontherapy, mainly by evalu-
ating the variation in biological effectiveness along a therapeutic proton beam;
an analogous study was then carried out for carbon ions. Applications to cell
irradiation with an ion microbeam were also performed. Eventually, a further
extension towards a purely predictive model, which does not require parame-
ter adjustments, was developed, deriving a formula to predict ion-induced cell
death for a certain cell line starting from the ion-response of a reference cell
line and the photon response of the cell line of interest.

In the first Chapter the main physical mechanisms of charged particle in-
teraction with matter (including electronic energy loss and nuclear reactions)
will be summarized and some basic concepts like dose, LET and RBE will be
recalled. The main aspects of the biological effects of radiation, with particular
attention to DNA damage, chromosome aberrations and cell death, will be then
illustrated, and some of the main biophysical models available in the literature,
especially those relevant for carbon and proton therapy, will be discussed.

Chapter 2 will deal with hadrontherapy, presenting the rationale of this
type of treatment, the technical methods of dose delivering to the patient, the
main differences between the use of protons and carbon ions and the clinical
state of the art, including the number of treated patients and the operating
and planned facilities. The integration of biophysical models into treatment
planning systems will be then discussed, considering both the case of models
currently used in carbon-ion therapy and the possibility of using models for
proton therapy. Finally two Italian facilities, CNAO and CATANA, will be
briefly described, because some data obtained in these centres were used to
test the simulations performed in this work.

In Chapter 3 the results concerning the model development and testing
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will be summarized. More specifically, after an introduction on the previous
model versions, the BIANCA version will be described, with focus on its ba-
sic assumptions and parameters, the target cell modelization and the main
steps simulating cell irradiation by different radiation qualities. The testing of
BIANCA against dose-response curves, which was partially carried out within
this thesis work, will be presented. Afterwards the development of the so-called
BIANCA II version, which was entirely performed within this work, will be
described, as well as its testing against experimental data for a normal and a
radioresistant cell line.

In Chapter 4 the results concerning the model applications will be illus-
trated, starting from a study aimed to a characterization of the initial critical
DNA damage that can lead to the biological endpoints of interest for this work.
Afterwards a systematic study on proton effectiveness variation along a ther-
apeutic beam will be described, which allowed characterizing the dependence
on depth in tissue, as well as on the biological endpoint, dose level and tissue
radiosensitivity. An analogous analysis was also performed for a carbon ion
beam. Some other applications will be then presented, namely a study for
the evaluation of a microbeam effectiveness and an analysis of the statistical
distribution of chromosome aberrations in irradiated cells. Finally, the last
important step of this thesis work, concerning the extension towards a purely
predictive model, will be discussed.
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Chapter 1
Action of charged particles in
biological targets

A comprehensive knowledge of both the basic physical interactions of radia-
tion with matter and the biological structures of living tissues is fundamental
in order to understand the effects of ionizing radiation on living systems and
possibly to prevent the consequent risks for human beings and to exploit the
radiation properties in clinical practice. The processes which lead from the
initial energy depositions by radiation to the final biological damage is intrin-
secally stochastic and can be ideally divided into three main phases: physical,
chemical and biological.

The first one, which can last about 10−15s, is strictly dependent on the
quality of the incident radiation and mainly consists of excitations and ioniza-
tions of the biological target molecules. The chemical stage takes place from
10−12 to 10−6s and it is mainly characterized by the production of free radicals,
i.e. reactive molecules containing an unpaired electron in the outer shell, which
can directly damage the biological structures. The biological phase is finally
comprehensive of the initial DNA breaks, the damage at cell level and even the
damage at tissue, organ and organism level, and it is thus the more complex
stage, whose effects can show up even several months, years or generations
after irradiation [1].

In this first Chapter the physical interaction of radiation, in particular of
charged particles, with matter will be discussed, as well as the principal bio-
logical damage types at cellular and subcellular level. Finally a brief overview
of representative models of radiation-induced biological damage (in particular
chromosome aberrations and cell death) will be provided.

1.1 Interaction of radiation with matter

Different radiation qualities interact with matter in different ways. This section
will be devoted to the description of energy loss by heavy charged particles,
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1. Action of charged particles in biological targets

since the behaviour of photons, neutrons and electrons, is somewhat beyond
the purposes of the present work. Charged particles can interact with the
atoms of a medium mainly through the following processes:

• inelastic collisions with atomic electrons

• elastic scattering from nuclei

• nuclear reactions

• emission of Cherenkov radiation

• Bremsstrahlung

The first three processes are illustrated in figure 1.1 for the case of a proton [2].
For particles like protons and carbon ions, in the energy range for tumor ther-
apy, the loss of energy via Bremsstrahlung and Cherenkov radiation emission
is negligible [3]. Moreover, since the masses of the involved nuclei are usually
large compared to the mass of the incident particle, elastic interactions with
nuclei transfer a small amount of energy compared to atomic electron colli-
sions [4]. The latter is thus the prevalent mechanism of energy loss for these
type of particles, and it will be the subject of the following paragraph. On the
other hand, elastic scattering from nuclei will not be discussed, while specific
attention will be payed to non-elastic nuclear reactions, which are surely less
frequent but can have important consequences for living tissues.

1.1.1 Electronic energy loss

Heavy charged particles mainly release energy in matter by exciting or ion-
izing the atoms of the target material. Since the maximum possible energy
transferred in a single collision is small, the deflection of the particle in the
collision is negligible, and the path travelled through matter is almost straight
[3]. Inelastic collisions are stochastic in nature but, being their number per
macroscopic path length generally large, the fluctuations in the total energy
loss are small. A useful and meaningful quantity is thus the average energy
loss per unit path length, usually called stopping power or even dE/dx.

A mathematical expression for this quantity was deduced with semiclassi-
cal arguments by Bohr [5], but a more accurate formula, taking into account
quantum mechanical effects and attributed to Bethe and Bloch [6] [7], is given
by

− dE

dx
= 2πNAr

2
emec

2ρ
Z

A

z2

β2

[
ln

(
2meγ

2v2Wmax

I2

)
− 2β2 − δ − 2

C

Z

]
(1.1)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, re is the classical electron radius, me is the
mass of an electron, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ρ is the density of the
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1.1. Interaction of radiation with matter

Figure 1.1: Proton interaction mechanisms: (a) inelastic collision with atomic
electrons; (b) elastic scattering with nucleus; (c) production of secondary par-
ticles via non-elastic nuclear reaction.

absorbing material, Z and A are its atomic number and its atomic weight
respectively, z is the charge of the projectile, β represents the ratio v/c where
v is the velocity of the projectile, γ = 1/(1-β2), Wmax is the maximum energy
transfer in a single collision, I is the mean excitation potential of the absorbing
material, δ is the density effect correction and C is the shell correction. An
exaustive description of the various terms and their meaning can be found for
example in [4]. For the purposes of this work it is sufficient to outline the
dependence of energy loss on the inverse square of the velocity of the incident
particle and on the square of the ion charge. On the contrary there is no
dependence on the projectile mass. The dependence of energy loss on the
energy of the projectile in the range relevant for radiation therapy, as shown in
figure 1.2 for several particle types, is of great importance for hadrontherapy,
as discussed in Chapter 2.1.1. At non-relativistic energies the stopping power
is dominated by the 1/β2 term and decreases with increasing velocity, until
a minimum is reached around v = 0.96c. As the energy further increases,
dE/dx increases again due to the logarithmic term of Equation 1.1.

It is frequently convenient, expecially in the context of particle therapy, to
express the energy loss rate in a way that is independent of the mass density,
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1. Action of charged particles in biological targets

Figure 1.2: Computed energy loss in air vs. kinetic energy for some charged
particles [8].

as follows

− dE

dX
=

1

ρ

(
−dE
dx

)
(1.2)

This quantity is usually known as mass stopping power and it is often ex-
pressed in practical units like MeV/(g/cm2).

Finally, the average distance travelled by a particle in a medium, usually
called range, can be computed by integrating the inverse of the stopping power
over the full energy spectrum of the incident particle, as follows

R(T0) =

∫ T0

0

(
dE

dx

)−1

dE (1.3)

where T0 is the initial particle energy. The energy loss however is not continu-
ous, but stochastic in nature. Particles with identical initial energy, therefore,
in general will not suffer the same number of collisions and thus will not travel
the same distance. This phenomenon is known as range straggling. The dis-
tribution of the range values about a mean range is Gaussian, as shown in
figure 1.3.

1.1.2 Nuclear interactions

Protons can also interact with the atomic nuclei via non-elastic nuclear re-
actions, in which the nuclei are modified in nature and new particles can be
produced. The secondary products tend to have much lower energies and much
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1.1. Interaction of radiation with matter

Figure 1.3: Typical range number-distance curve.

larger angles with respect to the primary particle. Although nuclear stopping
power is negligible with respect to the electronic one (at least for particles and
energies of interest for particle cancer therapy), the consequences of nuclear
reactions for biological tissues can be significant.

According to ICRU63 [9], nuclear reactions can be classified as follows

• elastic nuclear reactions: the incident projectile scatters off the target
nucleus, with the total kinetic energy being conserved (the internal state
of the target nucleus and the projectile remain unchanged)

• nonlastic nuclear reactions: kinetic energy is not conserved (for instance,
the target nucleus may undergo breakup, it may be excited into a higher
quantum state, or a particle transfer reaction may occur)

• inelastic nuclear reactions: specific type of nonelastic reaction in which
the kinetic energy is not conserved, but the final nucleus is the same as
the bombarded nucleus.

While for inelastic scattering with atomic electrons the Bethe-Bloch formula
1.1 holds for a wide variety of particles, concerning nuclear reactions it is worth
making a distinction according to the quality of the incident radiation. The
specific cases of protons and carbon ions, i.e. the two main particles of interest
for hadrontherapy, will be briefly discussed.

For proton beams only target fragmentation is possible. Examples of the
above mentioned reaction types for protons are

p+16 O → p+16 O (1.4)

for elastic nuclear reactions,
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1. Action of charged particles in biological targets

p+16 O → p+16 O∗ (1.5)

for inelastic nuclear reactions, and

p+16 O → p+ p+15 N (1.6)

for nonelastic nuclear reacion [10]. The most probable nuclear interactions of
protons at therapeutic energies in biological tissues are those with Oxygen,
which can give rise to the production of secondary protons, neutrons, γ rays,
alpha particles and recoiling nuclei, which can in turn undergo β or γ decay.
The probability of a nuclear interaction obviously depends on the projectile
energy and the target nucleus species, but in general secondary protons con-
tribute up to 10% to the total dose deposition (as defined in Section 1.1.3) of a
proton beam in water. On the other hand, all other heavier charged particles
together contribute less than 0.1% to the total dose [11]. For example, accord-
ing to a Monte-Carlo simulation reported in [12], the fraction of energy carried
away by secondary particles in the interactions of 150 MeV protons with 16O
nuclei is distributed as follows

p d t 3He α recoils n photons
0.57 0.016 0.002 0.002 0.029 0.016 0.20 0.16

Most of the final energy is carried away by secondary protons, followed by
neutrons and photons. Aroud 64% of the total energy is imparted to charged
particles.

In contrast to the proton case, the fragmentation of the primary particle is
a fundamental process for carbon ion nuclear reactions. For example 12C can
break up into three alpha particles. In general the most frequently produced
fragments are H and He nuclei, while the production of heavier fragments,
such as B, Be and Li, is less frequent [13] [14]. It is worth mentioning that the
produced fragments have the same velocity as the primary ions at the collision
[15] [16]. Their range is given by

Rfr = Rpr

Z2
pr

Z2
fr

Mfr

Mpr

(1.7)

where R is the range, Z is the atomic number and M is the mass of the projctile
(pr) or of the fragments (fr). The produced fragments, characterized by a
lower atomic number, have thus a longer range [17]. The mean range of a
particle beam produced by carbon ions is therefore greater than the range of
the primary particles. This result has fundamental implications for carbon
therapy, as shown in Section 2.1.3.

1.1.3 Dose and LET

Two important concepts in this context are the energy deposited by radiation
in a certain volume, and the spatial distribution of the energy deposition events.
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1.1. Interaction of radiation with matter

In particular the absorbed dose is defined as the total absorbed energy per unit
target mass, and its unit is the Gray, defined as

1Gy = 1
J

kg
(1.8)

Usually, the energy lost by a particle beam exceeds the energy absorbed locally
by the mass element (or by the patient in a treatment). Ionizing particles in
fact may give rise both to electromagnetic radiation and to secondary particles,
which can carry a fraction of the transferred energy away from the reference
volume. However even the exact knowledge of the absorbed dose might not be
sufficient to predict the effects of radiation on tissues. In general, equal doses
of different types of radiation do not produce equal biologic effects.

Another quantity, related to the spatial distribution of energy depositions,
needs to be introduced: the Linear Energy Transfer (LET ). It is defined
for charged particles as the mean energy loss per unit path lenght. It is also
possible to refer only to energy loss due to collisions with energy transfer
smaller than a threshold ∆, introducing the restricted LET

L∆ =

(
dE

dx

)
∆

(1.9)

The concept of L∞, meaning that every energy transfer is included, is often
used, and this quantity has the same meaning of the stopping power of Equa-
tion 1.1. The unit generally used for LET is keV/µm [18]. Some typical
values of LET for different radiation qualities (including photons, which are
important for radiobiological experiments) are reported in table 1.1.

Radiation LET (keV/µm)
60Co γ-rays 0.2
250 kV X-rays 2.0
10 MeV protons 4.7
150 MeV protons 0.5
2.5 MeV α-particles 166
2 GeV Fe ions 1000

Table 1.1: Typical Linear Energy Transfer values [19].

It is useful to make a qualitative distinction between the so-called sparsely
and densely ionizing radiations. The first type produces an almost uniform
spatial distribution of ionizations. On the other side, densely ionizing radiation
produces a condensed number of ionizations in a smaller region. X-rays and
low-LET particles are sparsely ionizing radiations, while heavy ions and in
general high-LET particles are densely ionizing radiations.

A fundamental relationship for the purposes of the present work is the one
that connects the two concepts of dose and LET. By defining the fluence Φ as
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1. Action of charged particles in biological targets

the number of particles N traversing a unite surface A perpendicular to the
propagation direction, it is possible to define the relation

D =
N

A

dE/dx

ρ
= Φ

dE

dX
(1.10)

where we made use of Equation 1.2. By defining the unrestrected LET as the
mass stopping power of a particle in water [2] (which is a good approximation
for biological systems) and by expressing A in µm2 and the LET in keV/µm, it
is possible to calculate the dose value in Gy through the following fundamental
formula

D = 0.16
N × LET

A
(1.11)

where the factor 0.16 derives from the relationship: 1 keV = 0.16 × 10−15 J
[10]. This formula will be extensively used in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.1.4 Dose depositions at cellular level

The most important difference between photons and ions concerns the mi-
croscopic spatial energy distribution. For photons, the number of ionization
events per incident photon in the volume of a cell is small. Many photons
are thus required in order to deposit a relevant dose and, since these photons
are randomly distributed, ionizations are homogeneously distributed over the
entire cell volume. For ions the situation is different. Secondary electrons,
originated from Coulomb interactions, are mostly responsible for dose deposi-
tion. Most of these electrons receive a small energy transfer or are scattered in
the forward direction, leading to a dose deposition concentrated along the core
of the primary track, at least for light ions (protons) of therapeutic energies
or for heavier ions of small energy (carbon ions around 1 MeV /u). For higher
energy heavy ions (e.g. carbon ions of 250 MeV /u), the contribution of fast
secondary electrons leaving the track core is no longer negligible and gives rise
to a deposition of dose outside the core, which approximately follows a 1/r2

dependence on the distance r from the center of the track. Thus, decreasing
the LET (or increasing the energy) of the primary particle leads to a more uni-
form dose distribution, due to the overlap of the penumbra contributions of the
different tracks [20]. The various situations are illustrated in figure 1.4. The
maximum range of the emitted electrons can be parametrized as a function of
the ion energy (E, expressed in MeV /u) by the empirical formula [21]

rmax = γ × Eδ (1.12)

where

γ = 0.062
µm

MeV/u
δ = 1.7 (1.13)
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1.2. Biological effects

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the different microscopic dose distribution by X-rays
and carbon ions with different specific energies. The average macroscopic dose
is 2 Gy in all cases [22].

1.2 Biological effects

The knowledge of the track structure of the particles, that is the spatial dis-
tribution of energy depositions, and in general of the physical processes pre-
viously discussed, is necessary in the context of this work but by no means
sufficient. We are in fact interested in the biological consequences relevant for
radiobiology and for cancer therapy, such as cell death and DNA/chromosome
damage. There are several steps connecting the initial energy depositions to
these endpoints, characterized by complex mechanisms and by different inter-
actions with the biological structures. The process in particular involves the
interaction of the primary and secondary particles with the DNA molecule and
the damage of chromosomes, with the consequent loss of part of the genetic
content and production of chromosome aberrations. The final outcome can be
the death of the hit cell, which is the desirable effect in case of tumor cells,
or the development of non-lethal damage, which can in turn lead to secondary
malignancies if induced in healty cells. The importance of all these processes,
which will be analyzed in more detail in the following sections, in thus clear.

1.2.1 DNA damage

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a large molecule (polymere) typically orga-
nized in a double helical structure. It is composed of many fundamental units,
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1. Action of charged particles in biological targets

called nucleotides, each one consisting of a monosaccharide sugar called de-
oxyribose, a phosphate group and a nitrogen-containing nucleobase (there are
four types of bases). The backbones of the double helix strands consist of
alternating posphate and sugar groups, bound together by colavent bonds.
The two strands are instead bound together by hydrogen bonds between the
bases: adenine (A) pairs with thymine (T), while cytosine (C) pairs with gua-
nine (G). The diameter of the molecule, that is the distance between the two
strands, is about 2 nm. The distance between two subsequent bases is about
0.34 nm and the helix pitch is about 3.4 nm, since there are 10 basepairs (bp)
per turn. The weight of a bp is about 660 daltons (Da, equivalent to 1.67 ×
10−24 g). There are 6.349 × 109 bp in a human cell [23], for a total weight
of 0.42 × 1013 Da. The DNA macromolecule, which occupies only a few per-
cents (around 2%) of the total nuclear volume, has a complex structure and
gives rise to the so-called chromatin fibre, which is organized at many different
levels. In particular the DNA is bound to stable proteins (histones) to form
the nucleosomes, consisting of approximately 150 bp making more than one
complete turn around a histone and of a portion of 10-90 bp of linker DNA,
which connect two nucleosome cores [24]. Moreover nucleosomes are ”packed”
togheter to form a 30 nm diameter chromatin fibre, which structure is not yet
known in detail [25].

DNA is commonly identified as the principal target for the biologic effects
of radiation, including cell killing, carcinogenesis and mutation. When radia-
tion passes through biologic material, it can interact directly with the DNA
molecule, by exciting or ionizing its atoms, or alternatively it may interact with
other molecules in the cell (typically water, which constitutes 80% of the cell),
giving rise to free radicals that can diffuse far enough to reach and damage the
DNA. In the latter case the water molecule is ionized

H2O → H2O
+ + e− (1.14)

and the H2O+ ion, with a lifetime of the order of 10−10 s, reacts with another
water molecule

H2O
+ +H2O → H3O

+ +· OH (1.15)

·OH is a highly reactive free radical which, having a lifetime of about 10−9

s, can diffuse for a distance of about 4 nm, that is twice the diameter of the
double helix, to interact with the DNA. A schematic representation of direct
and indirect action of radiation is shown in figure 1.5. The indirect action
is dominant for low LET radiation, such as X-rays, while the direct action is
dominant for high LET radiation.

Both direct and indirect DNA damages can be classified in several different
categories. For example, the bases can be damaged, destroyed or chemically
modified. Base damages tend to show a linear increase with dose, they are
mainly due to the action of free radicals and they have low probability to evolve
to worse cellular damage. More significant are the damages to the strands of
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Figure 1.5: Schematic view of direct and indirect action of radiation on DNA.

the double helix. In particular a Single-Strand Break (SSB) occurs when a
single bond between a sugar and a phosphate group or between the base and
the sugar is broken. SSBs are induced by energy depositions of at least 10-20
eV [26] [27] [28] and their yield is proportional to the absorbed dose in a wide
dose range. Their repair mechanism, the Homologous Recombination Repair
(HRR) [29], which makes use of the complementary strand as a template for
the synthesis of a new chain, is very efficient. This type of damage alone is
thus of little biological consequence. Double-Strand Breaks (DSBs), generally
defined as two SSBs occurring on opposite strands at a distance smaller than
about 10 bps, are on the contrary more difficult to repair, because they can
cause the rupture of the double helix. An alternative repair mechanism, called
Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) [30], may play a role; this mechanism
is error-prone and may cause the recombination of a DNA broken end with a
wrong partner. The DSB yield in irradiated cells is about 0.04 times that of
SSBs, it is linear with dose, except for high doses [31], and it is about 20-40
DSBs per Gy. Some authors introduced also other DSB categories, such as
DSB+, defined as a DSB associated to one or more additional strand breaks
on one strand within 10 bp, and the DSB++, involving at least two DSBs in
the hit region [32] [33]. A schematic view of this classification is reported in
figure 1.6.

A particular classification of Double-Strand Breaks, based on their level
of complexity, was proposed by Schipler and Iliakis [25]. ”Type 1” DSBs are
those generated by restriction endonuclease (not by ionizing radiation), which
disrupt the continuity of the two DNA strands (breaking the phosphodiester
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Figure 1.6: Sketch of some different types of DNA damage [32].

bonds) without chemically altering their basic constituents. ”Type 2” DSBs
are induced by ionizing radiation, mainly through oxidation, and may include
sugar and base damages. ”Type 3” DSBs involve, in addition to the two typical
strand lesions, also other damages, such as base damages, within one or two
turns of the DNA helix (10-20 bp). ”Type 4” DSBs are indirectly generated
DSBs, which are formed through the processing of a base lesion opposite to an
unrepaired SSB, or through the parallel processing on both DNA strands of
base damage. ”Type 5” DSBs are delayed lesions occurring after temperature-
dependent chemical processing, including different forms of sugar damage and
base damage affecting sugar stability. Finally, ”type 6” DSBs are multiple
DSBs ”in close proximity”, in which every single lesion can belong to any of
the aforementioned types. This type of damage, which is extremely difficult
to repair, can severely undermine local chromatin stability and play a funda-
mental role in subsequent biological effects at cellular and subcellular level. A
representation of the six different levels of DNA damage complexity is shown
in figure 1.7. Although the meaning of ”close proximity” still needs to be eluci-
dated, indications exist that not only the scale of the previously defined DSB
or DSB++, but also a larger scale, may play an important role in this context.
For example Monte Carlo simulations performed by Holley and Chatterjee [34],
showed an anomalous abundance of DNA fragments at 85 bp and at multiples
of 1000 bp, following irradiation with different LET radiations. These two dif-
ferent scales of damage may reflect the organization of chromatine structure:
the revolution period of the DNA around the histones (which is in the order of
hundred base pairs) and the typical nucleosome packing (which is in the order
of kilo-base pair).

Due to the spatial distribution of the events at micoscopic level (as illus-
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Figure 1.7: Representation of the different DSB types according to Schipler
and Iliakis [25].

trated in Section 1.1.4), heavy ions, and in general high LET particles, are more
likely to induce clusters of DNA damages, complex and difficult to repair, with
respect to X-rays and low-LET radiation. Heavy ions are thus far more effec-
tive at inducing biological damage. However, according to both experimental
and theoretical results the increase in the number of DNA fragments produced
by radiation as a function of LET is highly dependent on the fragment size. In
particular, as shown in [35] for the case of Carbon ions in the range 13.8-442
keV /µm, for fragments of the scale of DSB++ the increase with LET is steep
(ranging from a few fragments per cell to about 220 fragments per cell), while
for fragments in the range 1-9 kbp the increase is much smoother (ranging
from less than 10 fragments per cell to about 30 fragments per cell). Finally
for fragments in the range 1-5.7 Mbp, the number of fragments per cell is al-
ways around 50, with the exception of the last considered LET value, for which
there is a reduction in the number of fragments to about 10 per cell. More
details can be found in Section 4.1.

1.2.2 Chromosome aberrations

The highest order of organization of the chromatin fibre is that of chromo-
somes, which consist of one DNA macromolecule organized in the form of
chromatin fibre, with a particularly dense region called centromere. During
most cell cycle chromosomes occupy large regions of the nucleus having linear
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dimensions of the order of µm, called chromosome territories. During cell di-
vision chromatin becomes more and more condensed, forming a well defined
structure called chromatid, composed by two arms and a centromere. During
mitosis two sister chromatids are attached to each other at the centromere, giv-
ing rise to the typical X-shaped structure of metaphase chromosomes, visible
with optical microscopes.

If the DNA double helix is severely damaged by radiation, the chromatin
itself can be ”cut” and the chromosome can split into two fragments. The
broken ends of the two fragments may rejoin togheter, without macroscopical
consequences, or alternatively they can fail to rejoin and remain unpaired.
As a last possibility, a broken end may join with another end belonging to
a different break, giving rise to chromosomes with macroscopic modifications
in their original structures. The results of incorrect chromosome fragment
rejoining (or un-rejoining) are known as aberrations and they can be classified
as chromosome or chromatid aberrations. The first type occurs during early
interphase, before the duplication of DNA. A single chromatid is broken and
the break is replicated during the S phase. On the other hand, if the damage
occurs later in interphase, when the chromosomes consist of two chromatids,
and only one chromatid is broken, the outcome is called chromatid aberration.
Moreover the various aberrations can be classified as simple exchanges, if only
two breaks in one or two chromosomes are involved, or complex exchanges, if
three or more breaks occur in at least two chromosomes [19].

If two breaks occur in two different chromosomes, three possibilities of re-
joining are given: a) the free ends may correctly rejoin with their original part-
ners; b) the two fragments with the centromere may rejoin togheter, producing
a dicentric (chromosome with two centromeres) and (at least) one acentric
fragment, which in general will be lost during metaphase; c) each fragment
containing a centromere may rejoin with the ”incorrect” acentric fragment,
producing a reciprocal translocation, that is two apparently normal chromo-
somes with altered genomic content. As a parallel situation, if two breaks occur
in the different arms of a single chromosome, the possible outcomes are the
following ones: a) the free ends may correctly rejoin with the original partners;
b) the two free-ends of the centric fragment may rejoin togheter, giving rise to
a centric ring (an acentric ring is produced if the original breaks were on the
same arm of the chromosome); c) each free-end of the centric fragment may
join with the incorrect acentric fragment, producing an inversion, that is an
apparently normal chromosome with altered genomic content. These configu-
rations are illustrated in figure 1.8. Dicentrics and rings are expected to have
similar consequences and to play a pivotal role at inducing cell death, while
translocations and inversions can be considered as non-lethal aberrations and
may take part in the process of carcinogenesis [36] [37] [38]. Another impor-
tant type of aberration is the so-called deletion, that is the loss of an acentric
chromosome fragment, due to two breaks on the same arm of a chromosome
(interstital deletion) or to a single unrejoined break (terminal deletion). Some
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types of complex exchanges were observed to be directly related to cell death
[39].

Figure 1.8: Representation of the possible outcomes of two breaks in two
different chromosomes (case A), which consist in symmetrical translocations
(i), dicentrics (ii) or correct rejoining (iii), and of the possible outcomes of
two breaks in one single chromosome (case B), which consist in inversions (i)
and centric rings (ii) [36].

Several in vitro experiments proved that the number of aberrations in-
duced in a cell increases with the imparted dose. In particular for low LET
radiation, especially X-rays, the yield of dicentrics and rings is approximately
a linear-quadratic function of the dose [40] [41] (many experiments were per-
formed in particular for human lymphocytes and fibroblasts). By decreasing
the incident radiation energy instead, the quadratic component becomes less
and less important and for high LET the aberration yield is basically linear
with the dose [42] [19] [43]. The yield of chromosome aberrations against dose
is thus in general well described by the formula

Y = Y0 + αD + βD2 (1.16)

where Y0 is the mean number of background aberrations per cell, D is the dose
and α and β are two parameters related to the quality of radiation and to the
considered cell line.

1.2.3 Cell death

The step leading from the production of chromosome aberrations to the induc-
tion of cell death is fundamental for the present work, since radiation-induced
cell death is the fundamental endpoint for tumour therapy. Here the atten-
tion is focused on clonogenic cell death, which is the loss of the capability
of proliferation. In the context of radiation therapy the goal is to stop the
reproductive power of tumour cells. The first steps for the evaluation of the
efficiency of radiation at inducing cell death are in vitro experiments, in which
a cell colture is irradiated at several dose levels and macroscopical cell colonies
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are counted, deducing the fraction of surviving cells by a comparison with a
control situation. A detailed description of the procedure can be found in [19].

Several experimental studies [39] [40] [44] showed a close relationship be-
tween the mean number of ”lethal aberrations” (Y ) per cell (usually dicentrics
plus centric and acentric rings plus deletions large enough to be visible with
the Giemsa technique) and the cell surviving fraction. In particular, for X-
irradiated normal human fibroblasts, a one to one correspondence was found
between the mean number of lethal aberrations per cell and -lnS, where S is
the fraction of surviving cells, as shown in figure 1.9. It is thus possible to
write

Ȳ = − lnS (1.17)

and thus

S = e−Ȳ (1.18)

Moreover, by using Equation 1.16 and by normalizing in order to have no
aberrations at zero dose, the following equation can be obtained

S = e−(αD+βD2) (1.19)

which describes the general dependence of the cell surviving fraction as a func-
tion of the absorbed dose. The interpretation of Equation 1.19 and some
refinements which lead to a better agreement with experimental data will be
discussed in Section 1.3.

Figure 1.9: Relationship between the average number of ”lethal aberrations”
per cell and the natural logarithm of the fraction of surviving cells [40].
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In a typical experiment the fraction of surviving cells is plotted against the
level of absorbed dose in a lin-log scale, as shown in figure 1.10, thus qual-
itatively obtaining a linear-quadratic curve (at least till doses of a few Gy).
In agreement with the discussion on chromosome aberrations, some of which
represent the exponent of Equation 1.19, the quadratic term is important for
low-LET radiation, like X-rays, but becomes negligible for high-LET (around
100 keV/µm), for which the curve is basically linear. The shape of survival
curves clearly depends not only on the quality of incident radiation but also
on the target cell line. By fixing a reference radiation (usually photons), ra-
dioresistant cell lines, for which the repair mechanisms are more efficient, are
characterized by a higher shoulder, while radiosensitive cell lines are basically
linear. A way to quantify the radiosensitivity of a cell line is through the α/β
ratio for photons. High ratios (around 9 Gy for AG01522 [45]) and low ratios
(around 3 Gy for V79 [46]) are typical of radiosensitive and radioresistant cells,
respectively.

Figure 1.10: Qualitative representation of the survival curve shapes for low
and high LET irradiation, and graphical meaning of the α/β ratio [19].

At the end of this brief overview on the biological effects of radiation, it is
worth mentioning that the various damages are induced with highly different
probabilities. In particular, a cell nucleus irradiatd by 1 Gy of γ-rays is, on
average, affected by about 105 ionizations (2000 in the DNA), 103 SSBs, 40
DSBs, 1 chromosome aberrations and 10−5 specific gene mutations, with a
probability of cell conversion to malignancy smaller than 10−5.
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1.2.4 RBE

In order to quantify the ability of the different types of radiation at inducing
damages in biological targets, the so-called Relative Biological Effectiveness
(RBE) [47] needs to be introduced. This quantity is defined as the ratio be-
tween the dose Dx of a reference radiation (typically X-rays) and the dose Dr

of a particular radiation of interest in order to obtain the same biological effect

RBE =

(
Dx

Dr

)
isoeffect

(1.20)

The concept of RBE can be applied to many different types of biological ef-
fects. Even with the same incident radiation on the same target, the RBE
value may be different if different endpoints are considered. In the case of cell
survival experiments, RBE can be referred to different levels of survival (typi-
cally, 50% or 10%). As shown in figure 1.11, the RBE is in general higher if the
considered survival level is higher. Moreover this quantity also depends on the
biological target, since it is higher for cell lines with a higher quadratic compo-
nent in the photon response, that is for radioresistant cell lines. There are also
other ”physical” dependencies of RBE, such as on dose (RBE in general de-
creases with increasing dose), dose-rate and dose fractionation, or ”biophysical”
dependencies, such as on cell oxygenation.

Figure 1.11: Qualitative representation of the concept of RBE for a single dose
of neutrons (with X-rays as reference radiation) and its dependence on survival
level [19].

For this thesis (see Section 4.1), a special role is played by the RBE depen-
dence on the quality of radiation, in particular on the energy, or equivalently
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the LET [48] [49], of the incident particles. As shown in figure 1.12, where
RBE data at 10% survival level for cell lines with α/β ratio ranging between
1 and 30 Gy are plotted against LET, the RBE typically increases till LET
values around 100 keV /µm (where the mean free path between two ioniza-
tion events is about 2 nm, that is the dimensions of the DNA double helix).
The increase is smooth before 10-20 keV /µm, while it becomes steeper after-
wards. Heavier particles reach the maximum at higher LET values (having
consequences for the choice of the ”best” particles to use in hadrontherapy,
as explained in Chapter 2). After the maximum there is a decrease in RBE
due to a ”waste” of energy by radiation (a phenomenon known as overkilling).
The RBE dependence on LET also appears as a dependence on depth if the
particles are traversing a tissue, like in the case of tumor treatment (see Chap-
ter 2). Even at a fixed LET value however, different particles tend to have a
different effectiveness. In particular lighter particles show higher RBE values,
since they have smaller energy as well as smaller energy imparted to secondary
particles, which will travel shorter paths and will thus have a higher probability
of causing cluster damages to DNA.

Figure 1.12: RBE vs LET for in vitro experiments on cell lines with α/β ratio
in the range 1-30 Gy at 10% survival [50].

A still controversial topic is the role of the variation of proton RBE with
LET (and thus with depth in a protontherapy treatment). Proton RBE is gen-
erally considered constant in clinical practice, although it can vary depending
on particle energy, dose (or cell survival level) and cell or tissue (α/β ratio)
type [51]. This topic will be treated in detail in Chapter 2 and the issue will be
addressed as part of the original research of this work, as presented in Section
1.1.2.
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1.3 Biophysical models

In order to reach a better comprehension of the biophysical mechanisms leading
from the initial energy depositions by ionizing radiation to biological damages,
a fundamental role is played by biophysical models. These models can have
in addition a predictive role, providing important information on the response
of cells and tissues in situations in which few experimental data are available.
Finally, they are essential in order to take advantage of radiation in clinical
practice. In that context, the knowledge of the physics of the irradiation is
by no means sufficient, and models predicting the biological effectiveness of
radiation need to be included in hadrontherapy treatment plannings, especially
for treatments using ions heavier than protons. In this section a brief overview
on chromosome aberration models will be presented, followed by a description
of the main ”historical” models of cell death and of cell death models currently
used in hadrontherapy. Eventually particular attention will be paid to cell
death models specific for protons.

1.3.1 Chromosome aberration models

One of the first models for the description of chromosome aberration produc-
tion was proposed by Lea in 1946 [52], with the name of ”breakage-and-reunion
theory”. According to this model, the initial induction of chromosome breaks
(producing two free-ends for each break) is followed by pair-wise interaction of
independent chromosome free-ends. Such free-ends may undergo eurejoining
(i.e. rejoining with the original partner), misrejoining (i.e. rejoining with a
”wrong” partner) or unrejoining (failure of both the previous processes). The
second and third processes give rise to exchange-type chromosome aberrations
and deletions, respectively. The fate of each single free-end is assumed to be
governed by the distance between the various breaks: only free-ends sufficiently
close in space and time can interact. According to Lea’s model, dose-response
curves for exchange-type aberrations can be described by a linear-quadratic
relationship (in agreement with the results cited in Section 1.2.2), whereas
terminal deletions should increase linearly with dose.

After that, Revel proposed [53], as an alternative, the ”exchange hypothe-
sis”, based on the idea the all aberrations, including deletions, are exchanges.
All linear excess acentric fragments are in fact assumed to derive from in-
complete exchanges. As a consequence, even terminal deletions are in this
case expected to have a linear-quadratic dependence on dose. However, ad
hoc experiments [54] showed that only a small fraction of deletions is due to
incomplete exchanges.

Some questions however are still open: the first one concerns the character-
ization of the initial DNA damage that is relevant for aberration production,
while the second one is related to the so-called ”proximity effect”, according to
which the probability of interaction for two free ends is a (decreasing?) function
of their distance. Concerning the initial DNA damage, only a small fraction
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of the initially-induced DSBs (which, on average, are 30-40 per Gy and per
cell) leads to aberrations (on average, less than 1 per Gy and per cell). This
suggests that there may exist a subclass of clustered and severe DNA damages
that are responsible for the formation of chromosome aberrations. Concerning
proximity, a consensus has non been reached yet on the relationship linking
the initial distance between two breaks and their interaction probability [55].
Some investigators think that a major role is played by DSB proximity (only
close DSBs lead to chromosome aberrations), whereas others think that DSB
complexity plays a fundamental role (only complex DSBs lead to aberrations).

An example of model based on the proximity assumption is that proposed
by Edwards and co-workers [56], which does not discriminate DSBs according
to the break complexity and assumes for the DSB rejoining probability P an
inverse power law of the form

P (d) =
k

dn
(1.21)

where d is the initial distance between the breaks, and k and n are free pa-
rameters to be adjusted a posteriori following comparison with experimental
data. A good agreement was found with γ-ray experimental data, but the
model overestimates dicentric induction by alpha particles. The reason prob-
ably relies on the choice of a ”fast” decreasing function, which emphasizes the
rejoining between close DSBs, which are more frequent in the case of high-LET
radiation. A similar incongruence was found with the ”Spherical Chromatin
Domain”(SCD) model [57], in which a yield of 8.07 DSBs per Gy and per Gbp
was assumed, and the breaks were uniformly distributed in the cell nucleus to
reproduce the action of sparsely ionizing radiation. After this step, two main
assumptions were adopted: 1) only DSBs with distance smaller than a certain
”proximity value”can undergo rejoining; 2) the interaction probaility P for two
DSBs decreases with increasing their distance d according to the function

P (d) =
r

d

a

(1.22)

where r is a constant characteristic of the geometry of the model and a is a
free parameter. Because of the steepness of the function, like in the case of
Edward’s model, the SCD model leads to an overestimation of the yield of
centric rings and in general intra-chromosome exchanges, even for photons.
This is reported in figure 1.13.

On the other hand, an example of model based on DSB complexity is one
of the models developed by Sachs, Brenner and co-workers [58], in which either
the initial DSBs are repaired or they become ”reactive”. The number of reactive
DSBs follows a Poisson distribution (the mean value per cell is an adjustable
parameter) and the various DSBs are distributed on the 92 chromosome arms
wth a probability proportional to their size. The rejoining between chromo-
some fragments is a completely random process, in which no proximity effect is
taken into account. A comparison with in vitro data on human lumphocytes
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Figure 1.13: Comparison of exprimental data and SCD model predictions for
inter-arm and intra-arm chromosome aberration frequencies [57].

irradiated with 1.89 Gy 60Co γ-rays showed a good agreement with dicentrics
and translocations, but an overestimation of some types of complex exchanges.
This is probably due to the possibility for chromosome free-ends to interact
with any other free-end in the nucleus, without any modulation by the initial
distance. In subsequent works thus, the same authors took into account both
damage complexity and damage proximity [59] [60]. Also the model presented
in this thesis adopts this type of approach, giving relevance to the role of both
complexity and proximity, as explained in Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Cell death models

Historical approaches

The modelization of cell death RBE as a function of the incident radiation
energy, and thus of the depth along the tissues of interest, is of fundamen-
tal importance for hadrontherapy treatment planning, especially when using
heavy ions. One of the first historical approaches was Lea’s ”target theory”,
first developed in 1946 [52] and then refined in 1955 [61]. According to this
model, specific for low LET radiation, a cell contains one or more sensitive
targets, which can receive one or more radiation “hits”; a hit is an energy de-
position event able to induce biological damage. The first version of the theory
proposed that just one hit by radiation on a single sensitive target would lead
to cell death (STSH, for Single-Target Single-Hit). This version leads to purely
negative exponential survival curves (without quadratic term). On the con-
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trary the Multi-Target Single-Hit (MTSH) version assumed that one radiation
hit on each of n sensitive targets in the cell is required to lead to cell death.
By applying Poisson statistics, the probability of having 0 hits on a specific
target is given by

P0 = e
− D

D0 (1.23)

where D0 is the dose that gives an average of one hit per target and D
D0

is thus
the average number of hits per target. The probability of inactivation for 1
specific target is

P1 = 1− e−
D
D0 (1.24)

while the probability of inactivation of all targets is

Pn =
(

1− e−
D
D0

)n
(1.25)

The final expression for the surviving probability is thus

S = 1−
(

1− e−
D
D0

)n
(1.26)

The main limitation of this model is that at zero dose the slope of the dose-
survival curve is zero.

The Linear-Quadratic (LQ) model by Chadwick and Leenhouts [62] tried
to improve the mechanistic aspects and to provide a biophysical interpretation
to the widely used Equation 1.19. The authors identified the critical target
with the DNA molecule, and the critical damage with the DSBs. Basically,
after assuming Poisson statistics for the distribution of lethal lesions, they
attributed the term linear with dose to events in which both DNA strands are
broken by the same radiation track; similarly, the term proportional to D2

was attributed to events in which each strand is broken independently, but
close enough in time and space to lead to a DSB. However the hypothesis that
the yield of DSBs is proportional to the yield of lethal lesions is not consistent
with most experimental data. DSBs indeed tend to increase linearly with dose,
whereas lethal lesions present a linear-quadratic behaviour.

Another historical model of cell death is the Theory of Dual Radiation Ac-
tion (TDRA) proposed by Kellerer and Rossi in 1972 [63], which incorporates
the basic microdosimetric concepts. The two main model assumptions are:
i) ionizing radiation induces a number of cellular ”sublesions” proportional to
the absorbed dose; ii) two sublesions induced in a ”sensitive site” with linear
dimensions of the order of µm can interact and produce a ”lesion”, which has
a certain probability to lead to cell death. By defining the specific energy z as
the energy imparted per event and per unit mass, the mean number of lesions
after a dose D can be expressed as

L(D) =

∫
L(z)f(z,D)dz (1.27)
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where f(z,D)dz is the probability that, at fixed dose D, the specific energy
is between z and z + dz and L(z) is the average number of lesions within a
sensitive site. Moreover L(z) = kz2 (where k is a biological property of the
system), since sublesions interact in pairs. Thus

L(D) =

∫
kz2f(z,D)dz = k

〈
z2
〉

(1.28)

Basing on microdosimetric experiments, the term 〈z2〉 was assumed to have a
linear-quadratic dependence on dose of the form

〈
z2
〉

= ζD +D2 (1.29)

By using Equation 1.28, the expression for the average number of lesions be-
comes

L(D) = k
(
ζD +D2

)
(1.30)

and consequently the survival probability is given by

S(D) = e−k(ζD+D2) (1.31)

If the interplay among sublesions is interpreted as the interaction of different
DNA breaks to form a complex DNA lesion, this should occur at the nm level,
in contrast with the hypotesis that sensitive sites have linear dimensions of
the order of µm. However, if sublesions are thought as (severe) DNA damages
and lesions as the results of their interaction at chromosomal level, sensitive
sites would have consistent dimensions [64]. This idea will be important for
other models, such as the MKM (presented in next session) and the model
developed and applied in this work, which will be described in Chapter 3.

LEM and MKM

Two more recent approaches are the Local Effect Model (LEM) and the Mi-
crodosimetric Kinetic Model (MKM), currently used for the radiobiological
optimization of carbon-ion treatment planning, in Germany and in Japan re-
spectively. LEM was initially proposed by Scholz and Kraft at GSI, Germany,
in 1994 [65]. The basic assumption is that the local biological effect, that is
the damage in a small cellular subvolume, is determined by the expectation
value of energy deposition in that subvolume and is independent of the radia-
tion type. Thus, for a fixed biological target, the only difference relies on the
different radiation track structures. In the model, particle tracks are assumed
to have a radial dose distribution given by
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D(r) =



λLET∞
1

r2
min

r < rmin

λLET∞
1

r2
rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax

0 r > rmax

(1.32)

where λ is a normalization constant and LET∞ is the unrestricted LET in
water. The track core with radius rmin represents the region where dose is
constant and rmin, in the first model version, had a fixed value of 10 nm,
taking into account also the diffusion of free radicals. In the third version of
the model [66], taking into account the increase of the maximum distance of
primary events from the core with the primary particle velocity, an expression
of the form

rmin = β · rc (1.33)

was proposed, where β=v/c and rc is the largest extension of the track core in
the limit v = c. On the other hand rmax represents the maximum radial dis-
tance determined by the δ-electrons with the highest energy. It is parametrized
following Equation 1.12. Once the dose deposition is known, it is possible to
compute the surviving probability for ion irradiation if the response of the
same cell line to photons is known. The phenomenological modelization as-
sumed for X-rays survival curves is linear-quadratic, with an exponential tail
for doses exceeding a threshold Dt, as follows

SX(D) =

{
e−(αXD+βXD

2) D ≤ Dt

e−(αXDt+βXD
2
t +smax(D−Dt)) D > Dt

(1.34)

where smax=αX+2βXDt is the slope of the exponential tail. Dt is a semi-free
parameter; it is difficult to measure but, from experimental data, it is known
to lie between 10 and 40 Gy.

The first step in order to calculate the survival probability for ion irradiation
is the poissonian assumption for lethal events (see Chapter 1.2.3), leading to
the following surviving probability for X-rays

SX(D) = e−NX(D) (1.35)

where NX(D) is the average number of lethal events in a cell. Therefore

NX(D) = − lnSX(D) (1.36)

Since ions and photons are assumed to interact locally with the cell in the
same way and the only difference relies in the dose distribution within the cell
nucleus, the local effect in each sub-volume of the nucleus can be calculated by
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the only knowledge of the dose deposited within it and of the X-ray survival
probability for that dose level. The total dose will then be given by the sum
of the contributions of all the ion tracks. The average number of lethal events
induced per cell by ion irradiation can be obtained by integration of the local
density v(d(x, y, z)) for the production of lethal events (assumed identical for
ions and photons)

N Ion =

∫
v(d(x, y, z))dVNucleus =

∫
− log(SX(d(x, y, z)))

VNucleus
dVNucleus (1.37)

where SX(d) denotes the X-ray dose-response curve. It is thus sufficient to
know SX(d) and the ion dose distribution in order to calculate the ion surviving
fraction through the relationship

SIon = e−NIon (1.38)

Simulations over a large number of cells are usually performed in order to
obtain a reliable value for SIon. Finally, in 2010 the approach was generalized
by relating the biological response directly to DSB patterns (LEM IV). Cell
damage is assumed to depend on the local DSB density, regardless of the
primary particle type. Two types of damage are distinguished: isolated DSBs
(iDSBs) and clustered DSBs (cDSBs). The latter are formed by at least 2 DSBs
occurring in the same giant DNA loop (approximatly 2 Mbp). A complexity
index can be defined as follows

C =
NcDSB

NcDSB +NiDSB

(1.39)

where N denotes the number of a specific damage type. The ion-induced effect
is then calculated on the basis of the equivalent photon dose that corresponds
to the same complexity index. More details can be found in [67].

The other model currently integrated into treatment planning (in Japan)
is the MKM, initially proposed in 1994 by Hawkins [68]. This model is linked
to the Theory of Dual Radiation Action (see Section 1.3.2) but assumes that
lethal (non-repairable) lesions are due not only to the association of two sub-
lethal lesions, but also to some sub-lethal lesions not being repaired after a
certain amount of time. The number of lethal lesions of Equation 1.28 will thus
have also a linear dependence on the specific energy, leading to the following
expression

L(z) = A 〈z〉+B
〈
z2
〉

(1.40)

By recalling Equation 1.29 and assuming that the effect of a single track is
proportional to dose, the yield of lethal lesions as a function of dose assumes
the following functional shape

L(D) = (a+ b)D + cD2 (1.41)
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In particular, according to [69], the average number of lethal lesions in the
nucleus can be calculated as

〈L〉 = (α0 + βz1D)D + βD2 (1.42)

where β is assumed to be independent of the radiation type (and thus equal
to that for photons), α0 represents the initial slope of the survival curve in
the limit of LET = 0 and z1D denotes the dose mean specific energy by single
energy deposition events in a domain. Like in the TDRA model the nucleus,
modelled as a cylinder of radius Rn, is composed by n domains of radius rd.
The expression for z1D results to be

z1D =
l

m
yD =

yD
ρπr2

d

(1.43)

where m, ρ and l are the mass, density and mean chord lenght of the domain,
respectively, and yD is the lineal energy in the domain, defined as the quotient
of energy imparted for a single energy deposition event by the mean chord
length of the site. In order to account for the overkilling effect (see section
1.2.4), a saturation correction was introduced, changing Equation 1.42 into

〈L〉 = (α0 + βz∗1D)D + βD2 (1.44)

where z∗1D is a saturation correction for the specific energy, depending on a
coefficient y0 which can be calculated by

y0 =
ρπrdR

2
n√

β (r2
d +R2

n)
(1.45)

Apart from β, which is detemined by the photon response, the parameters of
the model are thus α0, rd and Rn. Through comparison with in vitro data
for Human Salivary Gland (HSG) cells irradiated with 3He-, 12C- and 20Ne-ion
beams [70], values of 3.9 µm for Rn, 0.32 µm for rd and 0.172 Gy−1 for α0 were
found thanks to a best fit procedure. Finally, by assuming as usual Poisson
statistics, the surviving fraction can be calculated as

S = e−〈N〉 (1.46)

By using this assumption in addition to Equation 1.44 and to the definition
of RBE (see Section 1.2.4), the radiobiological RBE can be calculated by the
formula

RBE =
Dst(S)

−αMKM +
√
α2
MKM − 4 ln(S)β

2β

(1.47)

The model is integrated into tratment planning, but it is used in connection
with experimental data on fast neutron treatments. Radiobiological RBE val-
ues are thus rescaled to clinical RBE values. The validity of the procedure was
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evaluated by tumor control probability curves for non-small cell lung cancer
[71].

Specific approaches for protons

Although RBE variations with LET and thus with depth are generally ne-
glected for protons in clinical practice, as illustrated in Chapter 2, some phe-
nomenological models for the prediction of proton RBE have been developed,
especially during the last few years. A first example is represented by the
model proposed by Carabe-Fernanez and collaborators [72]. No assumptions
about the nature of the interaction between particles and cells are made and
the goal is to find a relationship between the α and β parameters for proton
irradiation and those for X-rays. Basing on Equation 1.16, the isoeffectiveness
of the two radiation types can be expressed as

αD + βD2 = αXDX + βXD
2
X (1.48)

Dividing this expression by D2
x and using the definition of RBE, it is possible

to obtain

α

DXRBE
+

β

RBE2
=
αX
DX

+ βX (1.49)

and consequently

(αX + βXDX)RBE2 − αRBE − βDX = 0 (1.50)

By solving this equation, RBE can be expressed as

RBE =
α±

√
α2 + 4βDX (αX + βXDX)

2 (αX + βXDX)
(1.51)

Two new quantities, which may be experimentally determined, are then intro-
duced

RBEmax ≡
α

αX
(1.52)

RBEmin ≡

√
β

βX
(1.53)

By using Equation 1.19, these quantities can be easily interpreted as the
asymptotic values of RBE at D = 0 and D = ∞, respectively. Dividing both
the numerator and the denominator of Expression 1.51 by βX and using these
two definitions, an expression for RBE depending only on X-ray parameters
and X-ray dose is obtained:
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RBE =

αX
βX

RBEmax +

√(
αX
βX

)2

RBE2
max + 4DX

(
αX
βX

+DX

)
RBE2

min

2

(
αX
βX

+DX

)
(1.54)

Both RBEmax and RBEmin are assumed to have a linear dependence on dose-
average LET (LETd) and to be inversely proportional to the α/β ratio for
X-rays. Thus for a (α/β)X value of 2.686, like that obtained in [73] for V79
cells, the following expressions may be formulated

RBEmax[LETd, (α/β)X ] = 0.834 + 0.154
2.686

(α/β)X
LETd (1.55)

RBEmin[LETd, (α/β)X ] = 1.09 + 0.006
2.686

(α/β)X
LETd (1.56)

where the numerical values were obtained by fitting experimental data. These
two expressions can be used in combination with Equation 1.51 in order to have
only dependencies on X-ray irradiation parameters. The model still needs to
be verified experimentally.

Another example of pheomenological analytical model specific for protons
is that proposed by Wedenberg and collaborators in 2013 [74]. The first as-
sumption of the model is that α depends linearly on LET, approaching αX
when the LET decreases

α

αX
= 1 + k · LET (1.57)

This relationship holds only till LET values around 30 keV /µm. Concerning
the dependence on the cell line, the second assumption is that the slope k is
inversely proportional to the α/β ratio of X-rays, as follows

α

αX
= 1 +

q

(α/β)X
· LET (1.58)

where q is a free parameter. Finally, β is assumed to be independent of LET,
at least in the LET range of interest. Thus

β = βX (1.59)

Again in the framework of the Linear Quadratic model, but dividing Equation
1.48 by D2 instead of D2

X , the following expression for RBE can be obtained

RBE =
−αX ±

√
α2
X + 4βXD (α + βD)

2 (βXD)
(1.60)

Thanks to the three main assumptions of the model, the final expression for
RBE becomes
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RBE =
(α/β)X

2D
+

1

D

√
1

4
(α/β)2

X + (qLET + (α/β)X)D +D2 (1.61)

Through a comparison with experimental RBE data, the best fit for q pa-
rameter resulted to be 0.434 Gy/(keV /µm). Proton RBE thus depends, ac-
cording to this model, on dose, LET and tissue type (α/β ratio for X-ray
irradiation). The results of this type of models however strongly depend on
the assumptions on the parameter dependencies on LET and radiosensitivity,
which are based on comparisons with experimental data. For example another
approach, presented by McNamara et al. [75], is almost identical to that by
Carabe-Fernandez, with the only difference of assuming for RBEmin a linear
dependence with

√
(α/β)X , instead of the one in Equation 1.56. Therefore a

different initial choice of the experimental data set on which establishing the
parameter dependences may lead to different results.

In Chapter 3 a model will be presented, which has the aim to deal both
with protons and with heavier ions (and with photons as a reference radiation),
and to link chromosome aberrations to cell death. The model is sufficiently
mechanistic to give information about the main biophysical mechanisms gov-
erning radiation damage, but at the same time is also simple enough to provide
information on hadron irradiations, and, as a last step, to have a predictive
capability.
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Chapter 2
Hadrontherapy

Chapter 1 treated the effects of charged particles on biological targets and their
modelization. In Chapter 2 the attention will be focused on the use of these
particles in tumor therapy. In particular in the first part the basic physical
motivations for hadrontherapy will be illustrated, as well as the techniques
used to perform a treatment, the advantages and the possible drawbacks of
this type of therapy and the clinical state of the art. In the second part
the integration of the radiobiological models introduced in Chapter 1 within
modern treatment planning will be treated, differentiating the cases of carbon
ion therapy and of protontherapy. Finally, specific attention will be given to
the description of two italian hadrontherapy centers, the data of which will
be used for comparison with the simulation results obtained in this work, as
presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.1 Why and How

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide and hadrontherapy,
which mainly makes use of protons and carbon ions, may represent a positive
evolution with respect to traditional radiotherapy, which is administered to
a large portion of cancer patients, often in combination with other therapies.
The number of patients treated with charged particles is still small if compared
to the total, but the rationale of hadrontherapy is solid as well as the potential
improvements with respect to standard treatment, at least in a specific range
of cases. This will be the topic of this Section.

2.1.1 Rationale

Radiation treatment, mainly using X-rays, is one of the main treatment options
in oncology and is administered to about 50% of the patients with localized
malignant tumors [76]. The improvements of this type of treatment during
the last decades were mainly addressed to enhance the dose delivered to the
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tumour with respect to the dose delivered to the surrounding healty tissues, as
in the case of Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) [77]. The main
goal of every tumor treatment consists in fact of maximizing the tumor control
probability while sparing normal tissues, thus limiting toxicity and side effects.
The idea of using charged particles instead of photons is maily addressed to
this aim.

X-rays are absorbed by tissues depositing an esponentially decreasing en-
ergy with increasing depth, even if the initial dose buildup, mainly caused by
forward scattered Compton electrons, shifts the dose peak a few centimeters
away from the surface of the patient’s body. Charged particles on the contrary,
according to the typical behaviour illustrated in Figure 1.2, deposit most of
their energy just before the end of their path. The plot of the released energy
(or deposited dose) as a function of depth in tissue shows a peculiar shape,
known as Bragg peak, as shown in figure 2.1. The depth of the peak can be
modulated by changing the initial beam energy. For instance, for protons, an
initial energy of 60 MeV corresponds to a depth of about 3 cm in water, 105
MeV correspond to less then 10 cm and 160 MeV to almost 20 cm. In order
to reach the same depth, the initial energy for carbon ions needs to be much
higher. For a depth of 25 cm, the energies are around 200 MeV for protons
and 4800 MeV for carbon ions. Thus, for a fixed range, carbon ions release on
average an energy about 20 times higher than protons.

Figure 2.1: Comparison of the depth-dose profile for photons, protons and
carbon ions in water [78]

The first proposal of using charged particles for treating (deep) tumors,
exploiting the physics of the Bragg peak, was introduced in 1946 by R. Wilson
[79]. About 10 years later the first clinical treatments were performed thanks
to particle accelerators used in research, while starting from the 1980s the first
structures dedicated to protontherapy were planned, the first one being the on-
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cological center of Clatterbridge, UK. The use of particles heavier than protons
was first proposed in the 1970s in Berkeley by C.A. Tobias [80], who pointed
out their advantages: in particular the reduced lateral scattering compared to
protons and their higher RBE, especially in the tumor region [76], as shown in
the next Sections. The first heavy ions used in clinical trials were Helium and
Neon ions, while since the 1990s Carbon ions have been used starting from
the Heavy Ion Medial Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) in Japan and the GSI
in Germany.

2.1.2 SOBP: active and passive scanning

The physical advantage in the use of ion Bragg peak for the treatment of deep
tumors is evident. The width of a Bragg peak produced by a monoenergetic
ion beam however is clearly too small (tipically few mm) to cover the whole
extension of a tumor in most cases. The objective of the treatment is instead
to deliver the same amount of dose to every tissue element in the target vol-
ume [81], or the right amount of dose to have the same effectiveness. The
basic idea is thus to sum up several monoenergetic (pristine) Bragg peaks of
different energies at the entrance but with the same beam direction, in order
to reach several depths and to obtain a flat biological effectiveness (that is a
flat deposited dose if the RBE is constant) as a function of depth, covering the
whole extension of the tumor. The depth-dose profile thus obtained is called
Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) and it is shown in figure 2.2 in the case of
protons in a homogeneus medium. The total dose D deposited at a fixed depth
z is the weighted sum of the various dose contributions di of the N pristine
Bragg peaks:

D(z) =
N∑
i=1

widi(z) (2.1)

Where wi are the weighting factors introduced in order to obtain a flat SOBP
[82]. It is important to notice from figure 2.2 that the dose level at the entrance
is about 20% of that along the SOBP and that the distal fall-off of a typical
single peak is still preserved in this configuration. A way to obtain an even
higher conformity to the tumor and to increase the ratio between dose to the
tumor and dose to normal tissues is to use more than one field direction, as
shown in figure 2.3, where a schematic depth-dose profile for two parallel and
opposite proton fields is shown. Moreover, since the lateral spread of a beam is
small (few mm for protons), the clinical use of particles also requires a spread
of the beam in the lateral direction in order to cover a uniform area, both
longitudinally and laterally.

After the acceleration of the ions, either by cyclotrons or synchrotrons, the
two main methods to obtain a SOBP are inserting materials in the beam path
to modify the beam energy (passive scanning), or directly changing the energy
from the particle accelerator (active scanning). Concerning passive scanning,
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of a superposition of monoenergetic proton Bragg
peaks (dashed lines) giving rise to a typical Spread Out Bragg Peak (solid line)
[10]

range modulators are used to spread the pristine peaks into a SOBP, while
field-specific apertures are used to conform the beam laterally, and range com-
pensators to conform the beam to the distal end of the target [83]. Range
modulators are absorbers of variable thickness. The most used in protonther-
apy is for example a rotating wheel of variable thickness, positioned between
the source and the patient, first proposed by Wilson [79]. Each step of varying
thickness of the wheel corresponds to a pristine peak, and the various portions
are sequentially irradiated. The thickness of a step determines the range shift
of that pristine peak; the angular width of the step determines the weight of
the pristine peak. Low-Z materials are preferred as constituents of the wheels
to limit scattering [10]. Another example of range modulator is the ridge filter
[84]. As regards the lateral enlargement, a scatterer is normally used to widen
the beam and a collimator is used to block the beam outside the central high
dose region. In figure 2.4 the simplest situation is shown, with a single flat
scatterer giving rise to a Gaussian-like profile, and an aperture. However there
are many other possible configurations, such as those making use of multiple
scatterers or of contoured scatterers, thick in the center and thin on the out-
side, which mostly scatter the central protons to the outside and create a flat
profile. For heavy ions, such as carbon, magnetic deflection systems are also
used in order to limit the beam nuclear fragmentation. Finally, concerning
conforming techniques, range compensators conform the dose to the distal end
of the target, adding more absorbing material in areas where the depth needs
to be small and less material where it needs to be large. The depth of the distal
end thus varies with lateral position. The main problem of passive techniques
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the depth-dose profile obtained by the superpo-
sition of two SOBPs from parallel opposed beams [10]

is the increased lateral penumbra and the presence of unwanted secondary
particles like neutrons due to the presence of scattering systems. Moreover
apertures and range compensators need to be shaped ad hoc for every patient,
according to the tumor shape.

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the single-scattering technique using
a flat scatterer and an aperture [10]

Active scanning systems allow for a better dose conformity, reducing the
integral dose to normal tissues. They consist of the combined use of a syn-
chrotron, which may modulate the initial beam energy, and of a system of
magnets perpendicular to the beam axis, which deflect the ion beam. The
basic idea is to move along a defined pattern a pencil beam (unmodified beam,
usually on the order of a few millimeters) to cover the whole target. The
target volume is dissected into layers of equal particle range, and thanks to
two deflecting magnets [85] the pencil beam is scanned layer-by-layer, starting
with the most distal one and then reducing the energy, and thus the range,
step by step [17]. The target is divided into many voxels (tipically 30000 per
treatment volume), each one receiving a well defined amount of dose. The
beam diameter is larger than the voxel dimension, so that it overlaps many
positions, yielding a homogeneus dose distribution. Therefore the shape of
the target volume can be covered with high precision. The different layers
can have high complexity, as shown in figure 2.5, where the different slices
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of a carbon ion treatment plan at GSI are reported. In conclusion, for small
proton fields, like those for the treatment of eye tumors, passive scanning are
still a good solution, mainly because in passive systems the final dose distribu-
tion is basically independent from the accelerator performances and from its
intensity fluctuations. However, with active scanning it is possible to reach a
better conformity compared to passive beam shaping and even to X-ray-IMRT
(Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy) [17].

Figure 2.5: Different range slices (one for each panel) of a treatment volume
at GSI [86]

2.1.3 Protons and carbon ions

The main advantage of hadrontherapy is the high conformity to the tumor
that can be reached with charged particles, thanks to their depth dose profile,
culminating with a sharp decrease beyond the Bragg peak, and thus beyond
the tumor (especially for protons), and also thanks to the high collimation
that ions maintain in their path through tissues. However the most used
particles, protons and carbon ions, present some differences and have specifical
advantages and drawbacks.
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In figure 2.6 the Bragg peak shapes for different ion species are shown [87].
The width of the peak is due to multiple scattering processes, which strongly
depend on the atomic number of the projectile. Therefore the resulting range
straggling is more pronounced for lighter particles (protons) than for carbon
ions. Moreover the lateral scattering, which mainly depends on the Coulomb
interaction of the projectiles with the target nuclei and which is decribed in the
theory of Molière [88], increases with depth and is more pronounced for protons
than for carbon ions, as shown again in figure 2.6. However the possibly higher
precision and conformity of carbon ions is reduced by the typical fragmentation
tail beyond the Bragg peak, due to nuclear reactions that lead to projectile
fragmentation. As discussed in Section 1.1.2 in fact, secondary particles have
the same velocity as primary carbon ions and, according to Equations 1.1
and 1.7, on average they travel a longer path, causing a non-negligible dose
deposition beyond the tumor. Carbon ions thus are not particularly suitable for
monodirectional treatments, especially when organs at risk are present beyond
the tumor.

While protons have a similar biological effectiveness compared to photons,
except for those in the distal part of the SOBP, carbon ions have a highly non
constant depth profile of RBE. In the entrance channel, where the energies are
high, they have low RBE values, while in the last 2–3 cm of the range the RBE
significantly increases to values between 2 and 5, depending on different factors,
including the type of tumour. Moreover very radio-resistant tumours show the
largest increase in RBE [89]. This is the main advantage of carbon ions with
respect to protons. In particular, it is fundamental to notice that the maximum
value of RBE for carbon is in general localized in correspondance of the Bragg
peak. In the case of a SOBP, along the entrance channel the LET values are
lower than 20 keV /µm and the RBE is around 1, while only in the last few cm
(about 4 in the case of a 26 cm range beam) the LET reaches values around
100 keV /µm and the RBE becomes higher and higher in the tumor region.
On the contrary, in agreement with figure 1.12, for heavier ions like Neon the
RBE is relatively high even at the entrance and its maximum is before the
physical peak and thus non optimal. In conclusion, although the effectiveness
of other particles, such as 4He and 16O, is currently under investigation [90],
the best ions for tumor treatment at the moment are protons and carbon ions.
Protons are in general more suitable for tumors next to the so-called organs
at risk, while carbon ions are widely used for radioresistant tumors [89], due
to their higher effectiveness at the same dose level.

2.1.4 Clinics

As mentioned before, the first treatments with protons and carbon ions date
back to the 1950s and the 1990s respectively. The cumulative numbers of
treated patients till the end of 2014 were about 120000 for protons and about
16000 for C-ions. More than sixty particle therapy facilities were in clinical
operation at July 2016. Only less than ten centers were using C-ions (alone or
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the lateral scattering for different particles (top)
and depth-dose distributions for equal particle range (bottom) [87]

in addition to protons), in Germany, Italy, China and especially in Japan. At
July 2016, about 30 particle therapy centers were under construction world-
wide, most of which in the United States and in Asia. The increase in the
number of facilities in clinical operation and in the number of patients treated
is shown in figure 2.7 [91].

The maximum energies available nowadays range between 60 MeV and 250
MeV for protons (with the exception of 1000 MeV in St. Petersburg [92]) and
between 320 MeV/u and 800 MeV/u for Carbon ions [93]. The highest energies
are necessary for the treatment of deep, solid tumors, while more superficial
tumors require lower energies: for example protons of about 60-70 MeV are
suitable for the treatment of choroidal melanoma of the eye. Uveal melanomas
and tumors at the skull base can be treated with protons, as well as head and
neck, liver and lung cancers, and tumors in the vicinity of the spinal cord [76].
Moreover protons are particularly suitable for pediatric patients, since the high
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Figure 2.7: Facilities in clinical operation and number of patients treated from
1955 to 2014 [91]

conformity to the tumor allows to reduce the toxicity in the highly sensitive
healty tissues. On the other hand, carbon ions are particularly suitable for
tumors unresponsive to conventional radiotherapy, such as chordomas, chon-
drosarcomas and osteosarcomas. A case of particular interest for the present
work is that of eye tumors treated with protons, for which the eye preservation
rate is generally over 90 percent at 5 years [94]. In general, about 10% of the
X-ray patients would profit from a proton treatment, while a few percent of
the X-ray patients would profit from carbon ion therapy [89].

Another issue, which will be addressed in Chapter 4, is the tendency to
reduce the number of fractions and increase the dose per fraction, that is
hypofractionation [95]. For a ”standard” treatment 2 Gy are tipically delivered
to the patient in about 20-30 fractions while, especially for C-ions, less than
10 fractions may be used (the limit of a single fraction was reached at NIRS
in Japan). This represents a great advantage for the patient but also for the
cost of the treatment. Moreover, while for conventional therapy fractionation
is a way to obtain tumor re-oxygenation and thus to contrast hypoxia, the
lower Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER, i.e. the ratio of doses administered
under hypoxic to aerated conditions needed to achieve the same biological
effect), typical of high LET radiation, allows hypofractionation for ion therapy
without serious disadvantages due to tumor hypoxia. An important issue that
will be investigated in Chapter 4 (especially for protons) is the dependence of
RBE on the dose level, and thus on the number of fractions per treatment.
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2.2 Integration of radiobiological models within

treatment planning

Beam delivery and dose distribution into the patient are established through a
process called treatment planning, which has the aim of ”balancing” high dose
conformation to the target while sparing healthy tissues. Thanks to imaging
techniques the Clinical Target Volume (CTV) and Organs At Risk (OAR)
are delineated, and in a second moment the maximum doses to the tumor
and to healty tissues are established. Moreover a Planning Treatment Volume
(PTV) is defined in order to take into account any geometrical variation during
the therapy and all possible physical uncertainties. Then the beam directions
are selected and the dose optimization is performed. The absorbed dose is
calculated by the Treatment Planning System (TPS) on the basis of CT data,
which provide the X-ray absorption coefficient at each location in the patient.
The total dose is then calculated as a superposition of several Bragg Peaks
[96]. Thus the main requirements for a ion treatment planning are [97]:

• a physical beam model to describe the ion interaction with tissues, de-
pending of the primary radiation quality

• algorithms to derive the particle energies and fluences from a prescribed
dose distribution (process known as inverse planning)

• algorithms to translate the CT information into a water-equivalent path
length, relevant for heavy ions

However the purpose is not just to deliver a high dose in the tumor and a
low dose in healty tissues (and thus to produce a constant dose level along
the SOBP) but more generally to have a conformity regarding the biological
effectiveness, which is quantified by the product of physical Dose and RBE,
which is measured in GyE. The integration of an RBE model into treatment
planning, especially for heavy ions, is therefore essential. This topic will be
the subject of the present Section.

2.2.1 Carbon ion therapy: LEM and MKM

In order to deliver a uniform biological dose to the target volume, and minimiz-
ing the dose received by healty tissues, RBE variations with LET (that is with
depth), dose and tissue type need to be taken into account, at least for Carbon
ions. Moreover the RBE strongly depends on the type of irradiated tissue, as
well as on the biological endpoint and on the ion beam characteristics. RBE
distributions are thus expected to be tissue and patient plan specific [98]. A
Treatment Planning System (in the case of clinical applications) or a radia-
tion transport code like FLUKA, PHITS or GEANT4 (maily in the context
of reasearch or plan validation), providing the dose distribution in the patient,
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needs therefore to be coupled with a biophysical model, like those presented in
Section 1.3. For C-ions the two main models currently implemented in clinical
treatment plannings are LEM and MKM.

Concerning LEM, it has been coupled with the first treatment planning
system used at GSI, called TRiP98 [99] (the results are also used for the new
TPS Syngo), and also with the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [98]. The basic
idea is to provide, according to LEM calculations and predictions, a RBE
table containing all relevant data to calculate the biological effective dose for
a certain tissue type, as a function of energy and particle species, even for
mixed radiation fields. First of all the α and β parameters as a funtion of
energy and particle type are derived, and then dose-averaged on the different
radiation types hitting a certain material (tissue). This is the input for the
TPS or radiation transport code. The main LEM parameters necessary for
the calculations are: the cell nucleus dimensions, the mean number of X-ray-
induced DSB per cell per unit dose, the size of a DNA giant loop (for version
LEM IV) and the number of base pairs (around 15) within which two SSBs
are counted as an additional DSB. Finally, according to Equation 1.38, the
surviving level is computed, as well as the RBE.

For the case of LEM IV coupled with the TRiP98 treatment planning sys-
tem, a prediction for a realistic two-port irradiation plan is illustrated in figure
2.8. The considered cells are hamster ovary cells, irradiated with both protons
and Carbon ions. The depth-dose profile (panel a) of carbon ions shows a typ-
ical convex shape in the target region, because the irradiation was optimized
to achieve a homogeneous biological effect. The dose required for Carbon ions
in the target region is much lower than that for protons. However the cell sur-
vival level (panel b) is significantly higher for the latter, due to the higher LET
(and consequently RBE) of C-ions. On the contrary in the entrance channel,
where LET and RBE are small for both ion species, almost identical effects
are observed. It can be noticed that the predictions of the biophysical model
are consistent with the experimental data. Finally the RBE profiles for pro-
tons and Carbon ions are shown in panel c. In the middle of the target region
it reaches values of almost 2 for C-ions, while for protons it is only slightly
increased with respect to the value close to 1 shown in the entrance channel.
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Figure 2.8: Experimental data and model predictions for a two-port irradiation
of hamster ovary cells with protons and carbon ions: (a) physical depth-dose
distribution and RBE weighted dose; (b) measured (symbols) and calculated
(lines) cell survival level; (c) Calculated RBE values [67]

Concerning another important biophysical model used in clinical practice,
that is the MKM, it was fully integrated into the research version of the treat-
ment planning system [100] [101] by using the 290 MeV/u carbon beam to
irradiate aerobic Human Salivary Gland (HSG) cells. In this case, in addition
to the physical and biological dose (as defined previously), the so-called clinical
dose is also calculated, since radiobiological RBE values are rescaled to clinical
RBE values on the basis of data on fast neutron treatments, as reported in
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section 1.3.2. Figure 2.9 (panel a) illustrates the physical, biological and clini-
cal dose distributions along the central beam axis in a single-field irradiation,
in which the prescribed clinical dose was set to 5.79 GyE within the target
volume, corresponding to 3.99 GyE in biological dose. Apart from the differ-
ence in the number of fields used for irradiation, the situation is similar to that
depicted in Figure 2.8 and the considerations are similar. The predicted and
experimental cell survival fraction as a function of depth is shown in figure
2.9 (panel b). The shape is flat along the SOBP, although with a value of
13.4%, slightly higher than the planned clinical one of 10%. The characteristic
fragmentation tail of carbon ions beyond the target volume is visible, unlike
the case of a two-port irradiation.

Figure 2.9: (a) Clinical, biological and physical dose distributions along the
central beam axis of a single-field carbon ion irradiation; (b) Measured survival
values (symbols) compared with the planned survival curve (dashed curve)
based on the NIRS radio-biological model and the recalculated survival curve
(solid curve) based on the modified MKM [101]

2.2.2 Protontherapy

Unlike the case of carbon ion therapy, for protontherapy no biophysical model
is currently implemented into any treatment planning system worldwide. In
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clinical practice in fact proton RBE is considered constant and equal to 1.1
along the whole SOBP for every tumor type. There are however many ex-
perimental evidences, basing on both in vitro and in vivo irradiations, that
this is only an approximation, since proton RBE depends on several factors,
such as the considered dose level [102] and the irradiated tissue type or cell
line [51]. Moreover many experimental data show that proton RBE is not
constant with depth along a SOBP, but it is characterized by a significative
increase in the distal region, due to an excess of low energy (and higher LET)
protons [103] [104] [45]. Nevertheless the currently available results are af-
fected by uncertainties, and it is fundamental to integrate the experimental
data with theoretical approaches, in order to have information in a wide range
of conditions and values of dose, LET and radiosensitivity.

Even if they are not currently integrated into treatment planning systems,
there are several models investigating RBE deviations from the 1.1 value used
in clinics. All the phenomenological models presented in Section 1.3.2, that
is the Carabe-Fernandes, Wedenberg and McNamara models, predict a clear,
almost linear, increase of RBE as a function of dose-average LET. In figure
2.10 the specific case of a (α/β)X ratio of the irradiated cells equal to 1.22
is shown for a 2 Gy dose level. Experimental data from [105] are reported
togheter with the predictions of the three models. Ranging from less than 1
keV /µm to about 20 keV /µm, the increase in RBE is larger in the case of
experimental data, but it is still high (around 2 times) compared to 1.1, for
model predictions. All models predict a steeper slope with decreasing (α/β)X .
The predicted dependence of RBE on LET is almost linear, especially for large
(α/β)X ratios, while the experimental data seem to describe a steeper increase
at the highest considered LET values.

Figure 2.10: RBE for cell survival as a function of LET a (α/β)X value of 1.22
Gy and a dose of 2 Gy. Three different models predict the RBE: McNamara
et al model (blue solid line), Carabe et al model (green dashed line) and We-
denberg et al model (pink dotted line). Experimental data from [105] are also
included [75]

From the analysis performed in [75] it is also clear that the RBE decreases
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with increasing (α/β)X for all three models. The decrease in RBE with increas-
ing (α/β)X is more significant at low (α/β)X values, especially at higher LET
values. Finally for a fixed LET value of 2.5 keV /µm, the RBE decreases with
increasing dose at low (α/β)X (1-2 Gy), in agreement with all three models.
For high (α/β)X (10-15 Gy), the Carabe model predicts an increase in RBE
with increasing dose, the Wedenberg model predicts a slight decrease and the
McNamara model shows a rough invariance.

Concerning the prediction of RBE variations with depth along a SOBP,
figure 2.11 shows the shape of the biological dose according to these three ph-
nomenological models, togheter with the physical and clinical dose (i.e. phys-
ical dose rescaled for the constant value of 1.1). The simulated SOBP had a
modulation width of 10 cm and range of 25 cm. The dose-average LET in the
middle of the plateau region of the SOBP (depth: ∼160–220 cm) ranges from
1.4 to 3.1 keV /µm, and from ∼1.4 to ∼10 keV /µm over the entire plateau re-
gion. The cases of both a radioresistant ((α/β)X = 1 Gy) and a radiosensitive
(α/β)X = 10 Gy) tissue are shown. Each of the considered RBE models, with
only slight differences, predicts an increase in biological dose at the distal edge
of the SOBP. It is important to notice that, for the case of low (α/β)X ratio,
this increase is of about 30% compared to the dose used in clinics, that is a
much higher value than for the case of high (α/β)X (about 4%). As a final
consideration, a study performed in 2016 [106] showed that, at least in the case
of a SOBP with a range of 25 cm and for a tissue with (α/β)X = 2 Gy, the
biological dose predicted by LEM IV is even higher than that predicted by the
Carabe-Fernandes and Wedenberg models.

2.3 Two Italian facilities

As a conclusion for Chapter 2, two Italian hadrontherapy facilities will be
briefly presented, with their dosimetric and radiobiological characterizations:

• CNAO (Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica, Pavia, Italy), since
in this work some data on cell survival by carbon ions at therapeutic
energies were used

• CATANA (Centro di AdroTerapia e Applicazioni Nucleari Avanzate, at
INFN-LNS in Catania, Italy), since we exploited a proton depth-dose
profile used in that center for ocular melanoma treatment and some data
on human fibroblast survival, as illustrated in Chapter 4.

Experimental data obtained in these centers were used for model testing in
this work. It is also worth mentioning that in Italy another facility, located in
Trento, has recently started operating; more than 150 patients (including about
20 paediatric patients) have been treated with protons, mainly for tumors in
the following regions: brain, head and neck, spine-skull base or pelvis-sacrum.
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Figure 2.11: Predicted biological doses for Carabe model (green dashed curve),
Wedenberg model (pink dotted curve) and McNamara model (blue solid curve)
for a simulated SOBP with a modulation width of 10 cm and a range of 25
cm. The physical dose is shown by the black solid curve while the red curve
shows the physical dose scaled by a constant value of 1.1 [75]

2.3.1 CNAO

CNAO is one of the four hadrontherapy centers in the world providing both
protons and carbon ions [107]. The first idea for the project of this facility dates
back to 1991 [108]. The evolution of the center can be divided into three main
periods: 1) realization phase, from 2001 to 2010, when design, construction
and commissioning were performed; 2) clinical trial phase, from 2010 to 2013,
ranging from tests to patient treatments; 3) running phase, from January 2014
when the clinical activity started. Till 2015 about 300 patients were treated,
most of them with carbon ions. The main treated tumors are chordomas
and chondrosarcomas of the spine and of the skull base, meningiomas, salivary
gland tumors, bone and soft-tissue sarcomas, several types of recurrent tumors,
prostate and pancreatic cancers and orbital tumors.

Concerning CNAO accelerators and beam lines, the core is a synchrotron
of about 25 m diameter, inside which the sources, the lines of injection and the
linear accelerator are placed. Outside the main ring there are four extraction
lines, about 50 m each, leading the extracted beam into three treatment rooms.
In two rooms only a horizontal beam is driven, while the central hall is reached
by both a horizontal and a vertical beam. Dose delivering at CNAO is based
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on an active scanning system.
Ion acceleration and delivery is divided into several steps. The beam origi-

nates from one of the two Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) sources, it then
travels along the Low Energy Beam Transfer (LEBT) line, the LINAC and the
Medium Energy Beam Transfer (MEBT) line. After being accelerated by the
synchrotron, it is extracted into the High Energy Beam Transfer (HEBT) line,
finally reaching one of the three treatment rooms. As regards the LEBT, the
particles are emitted by the sources with an energy of 8 keV/u; downstream
the sources there is a tool to select the ion species. The two possible beams
are then reunited in a common line thanks to a switching dipole magnet and
brought to the radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) and to the Interdigital-H
(IH) linac (3 m long tank). With an energy of 7 MeV/u, the particles are
injected with the required current into the synchrotron through the MEBT. In
the synchrotron there are 16 dipoles and 24 quadrupoles and the beam accel-
eration is provided by a single RF cavity, tuned to the revolution frequency of
the beam. The beam is accelerated to energies between 60 MeV, corresponding
to the minimum energy for protons, and 400 MeV/u, which is the maximum
energy for carbon ion beams. Finally the particles are extracted through the
HEBT, both for the three horizontal irradiation lines and for the vertical line
[109].

The beam is capable of achieving, in water, depths between 3 and 27 g/cm2

and it has an intensity such to provide an average dose rate of 2 Gy/min on
treatment volumes of 1000 cm3. As mentioned before, CNAO is designed for an
active dose delivering system; the ion energy is thus varied, as well as the beam
direction, in order to reach every spot of the tumor. To obtain an optimized
dose distribution into the target volume the Siemens Syngo treatment planning
system (based on TRiP98 and the Local Effect Model) is used.

Concerning the radiobiological characterization of the therapeutic beams,
both in vitro (for protons and C-ions) and in vivo (only for C-ions) exper-
iments have been performed. Clonogenic survival following irradiation with
hadron beams have been analyzed for three cell lines:

• HSG (human salivary gland tumour)

• T98G (human glioblastoma)

• V79 (Chinese hamster lung fibroblast)

V79 cells represent a reference cell line in radiobiology on which there is a
large amount of data in the literature [107]; for this reason it was used also for
the present work. The Carbon SOBP shown in figure 2.12 was used for this
radiobiological beam characterization; the cells were irradiated at 5 different
depths: one at the entrance plateau (4 cm depth), one in the proximal part
(12.5 cm), one at the centre (14 cm) and two in the distal part of the SOBP
(16 and 17.5 cm). The cells were irradiated with several dose values: 0, 0.5, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 Gy. The ranges of RBE values found for these irradiations were in
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agreement with those found at NIRS, in Japan. The dose-survival curves ob-
tained for V79 cells were used for comparison with simulation results obtained
in the context of this thesis work, as illustrated in Section 4.2.3.

Figure 2.12: Location of the irradiation positions along the spread-out Bragg
peak used for in vitro experiments at CNAO [107]

Moreover, in order to complete the characterization of the therapeutic car-
bon ion beams, the RBE along the same SOBP was also measured through
the simultaneous irradiation of multiple targets (41 points) placed along the
beam axis and the evaluation of cell survival levels. The physical dose in the
SOBP was uniformly set to 2 Gy. In addition to the in vitro tests, in vivo
experiments were also performed for the evaluation of RBE values along the
therapeutic carbon ion beams on a reference biological system, i.e. the in-
testinal crypt regeneration in mice. Irradiations were made at three different
positions along the SOBP: proximal (13 cm depth), middle (15 cm) and distal
(17 cm). Although a deeper analysis of the in vivo procedure is beyond the
aim of this work, it is worth mentioning that the carbon-ion beam at CNAO
was found to be biologically equivalent to the ones of NIRS and GSI.

2.3.2 CATANA

In 1995 scientists from the LNS-INFN laboratories decided to project a pro-
tontherapy facility based on a super-conducting cyclotron, with a chosen fixed
energy of 62 MeV, suitable for the irradiation of ocular and iris melanomas. Of-
ficially started in 1996, CATANA was the first italian protontherapy center. In
2002 the first Italian patient, affected by ocular melanoma, was treated [110].
With a regimen of about 40 patients per year, the total number of treated pa-
tients till now is more than 400. Most of treated tumors are uveal melanoma,
but even other patologies can be treated, such as: conjunctival melanoma, con-
junctival rhabdomyosarcoma, conjunctival lymphoma, conjunctival papilloma,
eyelid carcinoma, lachrymal gland carcinoma and choroideal metastases. A
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local tumor control was obtained in 95% of treated patients. Since an impor-
tant endpoint of protontherapy is the maintenance of the eye, it is important
to highlight that this goal was achieved in about 90% of the cases. More-
over, some radiation-induced damages appeared, such as retinal detachments
of various degree in about 35% of patients and radiation retinopathy of various
degree in about 22% of patients [111]. The problem of the presence of an organ
at risk like retina just beyond the tumor region will be addressed in Section
4.2.2.

Concerning the CATANA accelerators and beam lines, protons are pro-
duced by one ECR source and they are accelerated by the LNS Superconduct-
ing Cyclotron (CS), a compact strong focusing machine. The pole radius is
90 cm and the magnetic field at the center ranges from 2.2 to 4.8 T. The op-
erational radio frequency system ranges between 15 and 48 MHz, allowing for
proton energies between 45 and 100 MeV [112]. For the purposes of clinical
treatments the energy is fixed at 62 MeV, confining the maximal proton beam
range to about 30 mm, sufficient for the irradiation of intraocular tumours.
Since the energy is not varied during irradiation, the shaping of the SOBP is
obtained by passive methods (like those illustrated in Section 2.1.2), and the
required maximum range for a specific treatment is set by a simple Perspex
absorber, variable in thickness in steps of 0.2 mm.

When extracted from the cyclotron, the proton beam exits in air through a
50 µm kapton window placed at about 3 meters from the isocenter. A double
foil scattering system is used, optimised to obtain a good homogeneity in terms
of lateral off-axis dose distribution, minimizing the energy loss. The traversal
dose distribution of the beam has a width of about 25 mm. A range shifter
and range modulator are placed downstream of the scattering system.

As regards proton dosimetry, for mono-energetic and modulated proton
beams, depth-dose distributions are measured in a home-made motorized com-
puter controlled water phantom. An Advanced Markus chamber is used and
the experimental depth-dose profiles are compared with a Monte Carlo simu-
lation application, based on the Geant4 toolkit. Figure 2.13 (panel a) shows
the depth-dose distribution obtained with the Markus chamber for the unmod-
ulated full energy (62–MeV) beam [113]. The Full Width at Half Maximum
of the Bragg Peak is 2.76 mm. In order to obtain therapeutic SOBPs, wheel
modulators have been developed and proton beam energies lower than 62 MeV
are obtained inserting PolyMethylMethAcrylate (PMMA) range shifters of dif-
ferent thickness along the beam path. Figure 2.13 (panel b) shows the SOBP
obtained with the first prototype of the modulator wheel.

Finally, concerning treatments, 60 Gy (RBE) are delivered to uveal melanoma
in 4 fractions on 4 consecutive days. As usual for protontherapy, no radiobio-
logical model is implemented into the treatment planning system, and proton
RBE is assumed to have the constant value of 1.1. However, characterizations
of proton effectiveness along a therapeutic CATANA SOBP were made, such
as that by Chaudary and collaborators [45]. In that case the AG01522 cell line
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Figure 2.13: (a) Bragg peak of 62-MeV proton beam acquired in a water-tank
with the Markus ionization chamber at CATANA facility; (b) SOBP obtained
with a modulator wheel [113]

and the U87 glioma cell line were irradiated in six positions at different depths:
before, along and just beyond the SOBP. For AG cells, an increase of RBE
till values of almost 3 (for a 10% survival level) was found, in contrast with
the clinical assumption. More details however can be found in Section 4.2.2,
where a systematic study on this issue is presented. Comparisons between
experimental data and simulations will be shown, with predictions on proton
effectiveness variations as a function not only of depth and LET but also of
target radiosensitivity, biological endpoint and considered dose level.
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Chapter 3
Results - Part I: model
development

In the context of the modelization of radiation effects in biological targets, a
model has been developed since 1999 by Francesca Ballarini et al. at the Uni-
versity of Milano, the University of Pavia and the National Institute of Nuclear
Physics (INFN), Italy. The model, basing on few mechanistic assumptions and
making use of a small number of adjustable parameters, has the main aim of
shedding light on some radiobiological open questions. Implemented in the
form of a (home-made) Monte-Carlo (MC) code, the model has been origi-
nally developed for chromosome aberrations and subsequently extended to cell
death. Different versions have been developed during the past years. In Sec-
tion 3.1 the first model versions, preceding the present thesis work, will be
briefly illustrated. In Section 3.2 the extension to cell death, partially per-
formed within this thesis, will be described. Finally in Section 3.3 the current
version, entirely developed in the framework of this thesis, will be introduced.

3.1 The first model versions, specific for chro-

mosome aberrations

Since the first model version [114], a pivotal role in biological radiation-induced
damage has been attributed to chromosome aberrations, assumed to arise from
mis-rejoining or unrejoining of chromosome fragments. Originally, chromo-
some aberrations were assumed to arise from severe DNA damage types called
“Complex Lesions” (CLs), operationally defined as ”at least two SSBs on each
DNA strand within 30 base-pairs”, that is the aforementioned DSB++ [33].
The model has been applied to normal human lymphocytes exposed to alpha
particles. The mean number of CLs per Gy and per Dalton induced by al-
pha particles of different LET has been taken from [115] and converted into
CLs per unit track length. The CLs were then distributed along the tracks
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of the primary particles and the probability for a chromosome territory to be
crossed by a given track was dependent on its volume, which was assumed to be
proportional to its DNA content; interphase chromosome localization was not
described explicitly. The number of CLs induced by a given primary particle
in each traversed chromosome was extracted from a Poisson distribution and
each CL was then assigned to one of the two chromosome arms proportion-
ally to the arm DNA content. Each CL was assumed to cause a break in the
chromosome, thus leading to the production of two independent chromosome
fragments. The possible outcomes of chromosome fragments interaction were:
mis-rejoining, (accidental) eu-rejoining, or un-rejoining (as illustrated in Sec-
tion 1.3.1). Each fragment was assumed to have the same probability to inter-
act with every other possible partner, without any distance dependence. The
subsequent steps consisted of simulating the scoring of aberrations, repeating
the procedure for a number of code runs sufficiently high to obtain statisti-
cally significant results, and repeating the entire process for different doses,
to obtain simulated dose-response curves following acute irradiation. Good
agreement was found with experimental data taken from the literature; how-
ever there was a tendency to overestimate the so-called “complex exchanges”,
which by definition involve at least three chromosome breaks in at least two
chromosomes. This tendency suggested that proximity effects needed to be
introduced.

In a subsequent version [116] [117] [118], interphase chromosome localiza-
tion in chromosome territories was modelled explicitly, and proximity effects
were taken into account. To define the 46 interphase chromosome territories
within a 3 µm radius sphere (representing a human lymphocyte nucleus), a 3D
lattice of 27000 cubic voxels (each one with 0.2 µm side) was superimposed
to the sphere, and a number of voxels proportional to the DNA content was
assigned to each chromosome territory. The step-by-step construction of the
territories will be described in detail in Section 3.2. In that version the voxels
- and thus the chromosomes - hit by each CL were identified, and each CL was
assigned to one of the two chromosome arms according to the arm DNA con-
tent. Exchange-type aberrations were assumed to be originated only by close
fragments, that is by chromosome free-ends originating from two CLs induced
either in the same chromosome territory (intra-changes), or in distinct but
adjacent territories (inter-changes). This assumption was implemented in the
simulation code introducing a cut-off distance d: two chromosome free-ends
were allowed to undergo end-joining only if their (initial) distance was smaller
than d, and within d each pair of fragments had the same end-joining proba-
bility. The value of d was set to 1.5 µm. While for light ions the CL yields
were taken from [115], for gamma rays irradiation the CL yields were adjusted
a posteriori following comparison with experimental data. Both calculated di-
centric yields for 5 keV/µm protons and 86 keV/µm alpha particles (as shown
in Figure 3.1), as well as calculated ”F-ratios”(i.e. ratios of dicentrics to centric
rings) for gamma rays, 5 keV/µm protons and 121 keV/µm alpha particles,
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were in good agreement with experimental data.

Figure 3.1: Results obtained by one of the first model versions: calculated
yields of dicentric chromosomes induced by different doses of 5 keV/µm protons
(solid line) and 86 keV/µm alpha particles (dashed line). The experimental
data for comparison were taken from [119] (5 keV/µm protons) and [120] (86
keV/µn alpha particles) [118]

Calculated dose-responses curves for non-lethal aberrations, in particular
reciprocal translocations, in human lymphocytes exposed to gamma rays were
also compared to FISH experimental data, especially for low-dose in vitro
irradiation [121] [122]. As an application in the field of space research, the
model was applied to predict aberration yields in lymphocytes of astronauts
involved in long-term missions onboard the MIR space station or the Inter-
national Space Station. The calculated dicentric dose-response curves were in
good agreement with astronauts’ data [122]. Since 2007 the model has been
extended to the case of heavy ions irradiation [123] [124]. To take into account
the action of ”delta rays”(i.e. high energy electrons produced by primary ions),
some CLs were radially ”shifted” from the primary track core. A detailed de-
scription of how this process is currently performed will be provided in Section
3.2. Good agreement was found with PCC (Premature Chromosome Conden-
sation) experimental data [125], measuring “simple exchanges” (dicentrics plus
translocations) in human lymphocytes exposed to 1 GeV/u Fe-ions and 290
Mev/u C ions. A more comprehensive review on this first model versions can
be found in [126].
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3.2 The BIANCA model

In this section, a more recent version of the model, which has been called
BIANCA (BIophysical ANalysis of Cell death and chromosome Aberrations),
will be described. This version, mainly characterized by the extention to cell
death and by the application to other cell lines, represented the starting point
for the present thesis work. Within the original work carried out for this
thesis, some ”technical” improvements (such as the behaviour of heavy ions)
were introduced, as well as the extention to some specific ion types for hamster
cells and the extention to normal human fibroblasts (see Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Assumptions and parameters

Starting from 2010 [64] the model has been extended to cell death. Since very
few data are available on the survival of lymphocytes, which are generally
grown as cell suspensions, fibroblast nuclei were implemented in the code. The
extended model, called BIANCA, is based on the following assumptions:

1. radiation induces clusters of DNA lesions called ”cluster lesions” (CL),
and each CL produces two independent chromosome free-ends

2. only free-ends having initial distance below a threshold d participate in
the process of end-joining, which leads to chromosome aberrations in case
of mis-rejoining

3. dicentrics, rings, and large deletions (visible in Giemsa staining) lead to
clonogenic inactivation. We will refer to these aberration types as Lethal
Aberrations (LA).

Assumptions 1 and 2 arise from the evidence that, on average, 1 Gy of
radiation induces a DSB yield in the order of ∼30–40 DSBs per cell, but only
∼1 chromosome aberration per cell or even less (as mentioned in Section 1.2.3).
According to Schipler and Iliakis [25] DSB complexity is considered as a key
determinant of the risk for repair errors, which lead to adverse biological effects
such as chromosome aberrations and cell death. It is therefore very likely that
among the many initially induced DSBs, only those that are complex enough
(assumption 1) and close enough (assumption 2) are involved in the formation
of chromosome aberrations. Since a characterization of the critical DNA cluster
damage is still an open question, an a priori definition of cluster lesions is not
provided in the model, leaving the yield of CLs (i.e. average number of CLs
per Gy and per cell) as a first adjustable model parameter.

Concerning the rejoining probability between chromosome free-ends, a step-
like distance dependence was chosen (rather than other relationships, such as
those discussed in Section 1.3.1). This choice is due to experimental evidences
suggesting that DNA repair takes place within the channels separating the
various interphase chromosome domains [127], possibly due to the presence of
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repair centers where chromatin breaks initially induced 1–2 µm apart can inter-
act, thanks to the action of DNA damage-sensing proteins such as 53BP1 [128].
This was implemented in the model, assuming that every free-end will un-
dergo rejoining with one of the possible ”partners” (randomly choosen) within
the threshold distance d with 100% probability, whereas free-ends with larger
initial distance will never join; the rejoining probability dependence is thus
a step-like function of the initial distance. d is the second, and last, model
parameter. The fact that d is the initial distance implies that, after the in-
duction of CL by radiation, the various free-ends can move in the cell nucleus,
reflecting the evidence that DNA repair is a dynamic process [95].

Assumption 3 is based on an experimental study on AG1522 cells exposed
to different doses of X-rays [40], in which a one-to-one relationship was found
between the average number of LA per cell and the logarithm of the cell sur-
viving fraction (see Section 1.2.3). This experimental result is illustrated in
Figure 1.9. While the study by Cornforth and Bedford was specific for pho-
tons, with the BIANCA model the approach was extended to other radiation
types including protons, alpha particles and heavier ions, applying the idea
that after the initial damage has been induced, the target cell ”forgets” about
radiation quality. Of course, caution is needed in generalizing this relationship,
since other aberration types (typically, non-transmissible complex exchanges)
and/or other damage types (e.g., mutations) can also be involved in cell killing.

3.2.2 Modelization of target cells and irradiation

With the BIANCA model version, the cell nucleus could be represented by
different geometrical shapes (e.g. a sphere or a cylinder with circular or el-
liptical base), according to the considered cell line and the irradiation condi-
tions. Each interphase chromosome territory was modelled as an (irregular)
intra-nuclear region, consisting of the union of adjacent cubic voxels of 0.2 µm
side. The number of voxels constituting a given chromosome territory should
be proportional to the DNA content of that chromosome. The first step for
the construction of chromosome territories consisted of randomly-selecting a
“starting voxel” (seed) for each chromosome territory. A new voxel, randomly-
selected among the six closest neighbours of the seed, was then chosen. In each
subsequent step, new voxels were assigned to every territory; ideally for each
chromosome the procedure should stop only after the territory had reached
the established dimension. In practice this is unfeasible, and in some cases one
or more chromosome territories might have a smaller dimension than expected
(i.e. some voxels might be ”empty”). Finally, each of the voxels assigned to
a given chromosome territory was associated to one of the two chromosome
arms, applying a probability proportional to the arm DNA content. In figure
3.2 a top view of a simulated cell nucleus in interphase modeled as a cylin-
der with elliptical base is represented. The two axes of the elliptical base are
20 µm and 10 µm respectively, and the 46 human chromosome territories are
represented in different colors.
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Figure 3.2: Simulated human fibroblast cell nucleus (top view), with the 46
interphase chromosome territories represented in different symbols [129]

Concerning the simulation of irradiation, for each cell line and radiation
quality an average number of CLs per Gy and per cell was fixed as an input
parameter. For X-rays the CL yield was multiplied by the dose D; for each cell,
an actual number of CLs was then extracted from a Poisson distribution (the
mean is the yield of CLs per cell), and those lesions were uniformly distributed
within the nucleus volume. On the contrary, for protons (and He ions) the
CLs were assumed to be distributed along the core of the primary tracks. The
starting point was the average number of CLs per micrometre induced by a
particle track. It is possible to write the average number of CLs per cell as〈

CL

Gy · cell

〉
·D = N ·

〈
CL

µm

〉
· l (3.1)

where D is the dose in Gy, N the number of traversing particles and l is the
length of the nucleus traversals in µm. By using Equation 1.11, the mean
number of CLs per micrometre therefore can be calculated as follows〈
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µm

〉
=
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〉
· 0.16 · LET

V
(3.2)

where V is the cell nucleus volume in µm3 and the LET is expressed in keV/µm.
The average number of CLs per nucleus traversal was obtained multiplying
CL/µm by the traversal length; in the case of cylindrical geometry, this lenght
corresponds to the axis of the cylinder when the irradiation is perpendicular
to the cylinder base. For each traversal, an actual number of CLs was then
extracted from a Poisson distribution, and those lesions were uniformly dis-
tributed along a segment representing the particle track. The average number
of particles traversing the cell nucleus following a dose D was calculated ac-
cording to Equation 1.11, and an actual number of traversals was extracted
from a Poisson distribution.
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3.2. The BIANCA model

Finally for heavier ions, like Carbon or Iron, the contribution of“delta rays”
emitted by the primary ions was also taken into account. More specifically,
each CL induced by a heavy ion was assumed to have a 0.5 probability to be
located along the primary track and a 0.5 probability to be radially shifted. The
0.5 value is an application of the idea that half of the total energy deposition
derives by excitations and electron plasma oscillations, which mainly occur in
the track core, whereas the remaining half derives from ionizations induced by
secondary electrons, which mainly occur in the so-called ”penumbra” [130]. For
a radially shifted CL, the probability to fall at a distance r from the primary
track core was taken as proportional to r−2. Starting from this thesis work,
this probability has been taken as proportional to r−1; according to Equation
1.32 in fact the dose is proportional to r−2 (outside the track core) and the
energy is thus proportional to r−1. Since the number of CLs per unit volume
is proportional to the dose (according to the model), the number of CLs in
a specific region is proportional to the product between dose and volume, i.e.
the energy. The probability for a CL to fall at a distance r from the center of
the track, as shown in Figure 3.3, is thus given by

P (r) =



h r < rmin

k
1

r
rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax

0 r > rmax

(3.3)

where h and k are two parameters to be determined, rmin is the radius of
the track core (set to 2 nm) and rmax is the maximum radial distance for δ-
electrons (calculated by Equation 1.12 and depending on the projectile energy).
By integrating, applying the boundary conditions and normalizing the whole
probability to 1, it is possible to obtain a system of two equations



∫ rmin

0

hdr = h · rmin = k

∫ rmin

0

hdr +

∫ rmax

rmin

k
1

r
dr = h · rmin + k ln rmax − k ln rmin = 1

(3.4)

The two parameters can thus be calculated as follows

k =
1

1 + ln
rmax
rmin

h =
k

rmin

(3.5)

These parameters only depend on the primary ion energy (typically expressed
in MeV/u). All ions heavier than He are treated in the same way; the only
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difference relies on their initial energy (depending on their mass) and thus on
the value of rmax. The possible contribution of high-energy secondary electrons
emitted by primary ions not traversing the cell nucleus was also taken into
account, making the ions start from a larger region with respect to the nucleus
cross-sectional area. Some outer tracks may thus give a contribution to dose
deposition inside the cell nucleus, while some inner tracks may deposit part of
their energy outside the nucleus.

Figure 3.3: CL radial distribution probability in the case of rmin = 2 nm and
rmax = 1 µm (the linear-logarithmic scale is used just for practical reasons)

After assigning a position to each CL, the subsequent steps consisted of:
1) identification of the chromosome and the chromosome arm that was hit by
each CL; 2) end-joining between randomly selected pairs of chromosome free-
ends within a threshold distance d; 3) scoring of dicentrics, rings, and deletions
visible in Giemsa, basing on the number of centromeres, the shape (linear or
circular) and the possible association with acentric fragments; 4) repetition
for a statistically significant number of runs and calculation of the average
number of LAs per cell and the corresponding surviving fraction as S(D) =
e−<LA(D)>; 5) repetition for different doses to obtain simulated dose-response
curves directly comparable with experimental data. Specific background aber-
ration yields can be included. To reproduce the experimental Giemsa scoring,
fragments smaller than 3 Mbp were considered not visible, according to what
reported in [40]. When a CL falls in an ”empty” voxel, its position is randomly
re-extracted (in the case of X-rays) or the whole track is ”re-launched” in an-
other random position (in the case of ions); this solution may lead to small
biases related to the non-perfect geometry of the simulated cells, and in this
thesis work it was changed, as illustrated in Section 3.3.1.

In conclusion, in order to simulate an in vitro experiment, several input
data are necessary: the particle type, that is photons, protons, He ions or
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3.2. The BIANCA model

heavier ions; the particle LET and the irradiation dose (which is essential to
determine the number of tracks; more dose levels are necessary to obtain a
dose-response curve); the particle energy (essential only in the case of heavy
ions, to calculate rmax); the target characteristics, i.e. its shape, dimensions
and chromosomal content; the number of runs (chosen in order to obtain a sig-
nificative statistical level); the CL yield and the value of the threshold distance
d. While all other data are simply determined by the physical and biological
experimental features, the two last values are the only adjustable parameters
of the BIANCA model, to be tuned through the comparison with experimental
data, as described in the two following Sections.

3.2.3 Testing against experimental data

A fundamental step for the validation of the BIANCA model consisted of a
systematic comparison between simulation results and experimental data on
the irradiation of V79 normal hamster fibroblasts and of AG1522 (or AG01522)
normal human fibroblasts with different radiation qualities. As a general guide,
for each data set making use of a single cell line the comparison with a reference
radiation curve (tipically photons) allowed deriving a value for the rejoining
threshold-distance d, which was maintained unchanged for the ion simulations.
The parameter d in fact represents a typical characteristic of the target, and
should be independent of radiation quality. After fixing d, the comparison
with a survival point (that is, survival after a certain dose) relative to a given
ion type and energy allowed deriving a CL yield (average number of CLs per
Gy and per cell) for that ion type and energy, which was then used as code
input to predict cell killing at the other doses. The yield of CLs is expected
to mainly depend on the projectile properties; therefore each particle type and
energy should be characterized by its own CL yield. Some modulation is also
expected by the considered cell line, depending on the specific features of the
cell repair mechanisms.

V79 cell nuclei were modeled as cylinders with circular base, with height
and radius of 6 µm. Also smaller values are reported in the literature for
the thickness of these cell nuclei, but such values in general refer to electron
microscopy measurements; more recent measurements based on confocal mi-
croscopy, especially in living cells, provide larger values. For instance, both
Belli et al. [46] and Bettega et al. [131] report about 6 µm for the average
thickness of V79 cell monolayers (which implies a nucleus thickness of about
5 µm if one considers a cytoplasm thickness of about 1 µm [132]) whereas
according to Hill et al. [133], the thickness of V79 nuclei is about 7 µm. This
led us to choose 6 µm as an intermediate value.

In a work preceding this thesis [134] simulated survival curves were com-
pared with survival data on V79 cells exposed to different mono-energetic
beams of protons or Carbon ions, as well as a reference radiation (X-rays).
The proton data set consisted of five proton beams having LET values of 7.7,
11.0, 20.0, 30.5 and 34.6 keV/µm, corresponding to energy values of 5.01, 3.20,
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1.41, 0.76 and 0.64 MeV, respectively [46]; the irradiated cell line was V79-
753B cell monolayers. A good agreement with the X-ray experimental curve
was found with d=5 µm and a CL yield of 1.8 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1. For protons,
d was maintained fixed at 5 µm, whereas for each of the five proton energies
a CL yield was derived comparing the simulation results with the experimen-
tal data relative to that energy; the derived CL yields were in the range 2-4
CLs·Gy−1·cell−1.

Concerning the carbon-ion data set, four carbon beams were considered,
with LET values of 339.1, 153.5, 32.4 and 13.7 keV/µm, corresponding to
energies of 4.2, 11.0, 76.9 and 266.4 MeV/u, respectively. A smaller d was
expected, because the cells used in the experiment were smaller. A good
agreement with the X-ray experimental curve was found with d=4 µm and a
CL yield of 1.3 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1. The difference in the CLs yields for the two
experiments may reflect the differences in radiosensitivity between the two cell
lines. As in the case of protons, for carbon ions d was maintained fixed at
4 µm and the CL yield was adjusted for each energy; the derived CL yields
were in the range 2–6 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1. The simulated survival curves and
the corresponding experimental data are shown in Figure 3.4. The agreement
between simulated and experimental survival curves, both for protons and
carbon ions, supported the assumptions on the mechanisms.

Figure 3.4: Survival curves for V79 cells exposed to X-rays and to four carbon-
ion beams of different energy. The lines are simulation results, whereas the
points are experimental data taken from [134]

A further step, performed within this thesis work, consisted of the extension
to AG1522 normal human fibroblasts exposed to several ion types. The cell
nuclei were modeled as cylinders with elliptical base (height: 4 µm; major axis:
20 µm; minor axis: 10 µm). This is consistent with Bolzer et al. [135], who
represented the nuclei of these cells by an ellipsoidal shape with average axes
of 20 µm (major axis), 10 µm (minor axis) and 5 µm (height), determined from
light-optical stacks. To have a similar nucleus volume by a cylindrical shape
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3.2. The BIANCA model

rather than an ellipsoidal shape, the cylinder height must be smaller; for this
reason, in our simulations we chose a nucleus thickness of 4 µm.

First of all the action of X-rays as a reference radiation was studied. Fig-
ure 3.5 (panel a) shows the simulated cell surviving fraction for doses up to
12 Gy, togheter with experimental data points taken from the literature [40].
On the contrary, in Figure 3.5 (panel b) the total yields of lethal aberrations
(dicentrics plus rings plus large deletions), following X-rays exposure, are plot-
ted. Moreover in the same panel the calculated yields of lethal aberrations
for the same cell line exposed to 116 keV/µm alpha particles are also shown,
compared with experimental data obtained by the same authors in a subse-
quent work [136]. A value of 3 µm was used for the threshold distance d, while
values of 2 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 and 9.4 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 were used for X-rays and
alpha particles, respectively. With these values a good agreement with the
data (considering the experimental error bars) was found.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Surviving fraction for AG1522 cells exposed to X-rays; (b)
Average number of total lethal aberrations per cell for AG1522 cells exposed to
X-rays and 116 keV/µm alpha particles. In both cases the lines are simulation
results, whereas the points are experimental data [129].
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The approach was then extended to two other AG1522 data sets taken
from the literature: the first one [137] on gamma rays, 50 MeV He-ions (16.2
keV/µm), 320 MeV C-ions (76.3 keV/µm), 220 MeV C-ions (108 keV/µm), 350
MeV Ne-ions (321 keV/µm), and 260 MeV Ne-ions (437 keV/µm); the second
one [138] on gamma rays and 2.9 MeV alpha particles (132 keV/µm). All curves
were obtained with d = 5 µm; the difference with respect to the 3 µm value
used for Cornforth and Bedford’s data may be explained by differences between
the cell lines and the experimental protocols: for instance, Cornforth and Bed-
ford worked with delayed cell plating after irradiation, whereas the other au-
thors worked with immediate plating. The calculated survival curves for these
radiation types are reported in figure 3.6, together with the corresponding ex-
perimental data. In order to reach a good agreement with the data, the two
photon curves were obtained with 2.1 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 and 2.4 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1

respectively, whereas the CL yields used for the ion curves ranged between 3
CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 (for 50 MeV He ions) and 18 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 (for 2.9 MeV
alpha particles). The parameter values were within the ranges consistent with
their biophysical meaning, suggesting that the considered DNA cluster lesions
are likely to be less rare than the so-called DSB++, which for low-LET pro-
tons have been calculated to be <1 per Gy and per cell [115] [139]. Possible
candidates might be multiple DSBs localized in larger genomic regions with
respect to the 30 bp used to define DSB++. This is consistent with the hy-
pothesis by Schipler and Iliakis [25] and also with the yields of ”reactive DSBs”
obtained by Chen et al. [140] (defined as DSBs that are severe enough to lead
to chromosome aberrations following mis-rejoining of chromosome fragments).
A more detailed discussion on this type of damage will be provided in Chapter
4.

Finally, as an original part of this thesis work, a systematic study on the
irradiation of the two considered cell lines with radiation qualities of increasing
mass and LET was performed [141]. This study had the double aim of com-
pleting the model testing and investigating the dependence of the CL yields on
LET. The considered data sets used for comparison were the following ones:
V79 cells exposed to X-rays and protons [142], V79 cells exposed to γ-rays and
alpha particles [143] [144] [145], AG01522 cells exposed to X-rays and protons
[45], AG01522 cells exposed to carbon ions [146], and AG1522 cells exposed to
γ-rays and iron ions [147]. Photons were mainly used as a reference radiation;
the differences in the photon responses may reflect the radiosensitivity of the
slightly different considered cell lines (V79-379A for Folkard et al.; V79-4 for
Thacker et al. and Phoenix et al.; V79-753B for Belli et al.; AG01522 for
Chaudhary et al. and Kavanagh et al.; AG1522 for Tsuboi et al.). The com-
parison between simulations and experimental data will be presented on the
basis of the type of particle used for the irradiation: photons, protons, helium
ions and heavier ions (carbon and iron). Moreover the value of the threshold
distance d which led to a good agreement with the photon survival curve was
unchanged for all ion simulations; for both hamster and human fibroblasts, d
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Figure 3.6: From top to bottom: survival of AG1522 cells exposed to γ-rays
(two curves: the upper one compared with data from Hamada et al. 2006, and
the lower one compared with data from Neti et al. 2004), 50 MeV He ions (16.2
keV/µm), 260 MeV Ne ions (437 keV/µm), 320 MeV C ions (76.3 keV/µm),
350 MeV Ne ions (321 keV/µm), 220 MeV C ions (108 keV/µm), and 2.9 MeV
alpha particles (132 keV/µm). The lines are simulation results, whereas the
points are experimental data taken from Hamada et al. 2006 (upper gamma
curve, He ions, C ions, and Ne ions) or Neti et al. 2004 (lower gamma curve
and alpha particles) [129]

was fixed at 5 µm.

Figure 3.7 (panel a) shows survival curves for V79 cells exposed to γ-rays
[144] [46] [145] and X-rays [142], AG1522 cells exposed to γ-rays [138] and
AG01522 cells exposed to X-rays [45]. All the curves were obtained with d =
5 µm. Smaller d values tended to underestimate the effectiveness of low doses
and to overestimate the effectiveness of high doses, whereas higher values would
not be in line with the biophysical meaning of this parameter. The CL yields
were in the range 2-4 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1, with lower values for hamster cells and
higher values for human cells.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Survival of V79 and AG1522 cells exposed to X- or γ-rays; (b)
Survival of V79 and AG01522 cells exposed to different monoenergetic proton
beams; (c) Survival of V79 and AG1522 cells exposed to He ions of different
LET; (d) Survival of V79 and AG1522 cells exposed to different heavy-ion
beams. The lines are simulation results, the points are experimental data [141]
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Figure 3.7 (panel b) shows survival curves for V79 cells exposed to mo-
noenergetic proton beams with a LET of 10.1, 17.8 and 27.6 keV/µm [142]
[46], and for AG01522 cells exposed to monoenergetic protons of 1.1, 11.9 and
22.6 keV/µm [45]. According to the meaning of the threshold distance d, the
value of this parameter was left unvaried with respect to the photon simula-
tions. The yield of cluster lesions, adjusted separately for each curve, were in
the range ∼2–12 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1. Some of the simulated curves (especially
for the highest considered LET values) tend to show a slope decrease at the
highest considered doses. This may reflect the model assumption that cell in-
activation derives from simple aberrations, and does not take into account the
role of complex exchanges, which start becoming important at high doses. It
is also likely that the dose above which this phenomenon becomes important
depends on radiation quality: in general, the expected slope change should
occur at higher doses for low LET radiation with respect to high LET.

Figure 3.7 (panel c) shows survival curves for V79 cells exposed to alpha
particles of 20, 28,50, 90 and 120 keV/µm [143] [144] [145], and for AG1522
cells exposed to 132 keV/µm alpha particles [138]. Like for protons, d was
maintained unvaried at 5 µm, whereas the CL yield was varied to find a good
agreement with the data, in the range ∼3–18 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1.

Finally, Figure 3.7 (panel d) shows survival curves for V79 cells exposed to
carbon ions of 13 and 75 keV/µm [46], AG1522 cells exposed to C ions of 48.8
and 147.6 keV/µm [146], and AG1522 cells exposed to Fe ions of 300 keV/µm
[147]. Again, d was maintained at 5 µm, whereas the yields of cluster lesions
were varied in the range ∼2–12 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1.

Some of these curves tend to show an overestimation of cell survival at low
doses (typically around 1 Gy or less). This might be related to the so-called
incomplete exchanges, that is those chromosome aberrations for which not all
the involved chromosome fragments find a ”partner” for rejoining, giving rise
to additional acentric fragments; in the BIANCA model all exchanges were
assumed to be complete. A possible solution to this problem will was explored
in the BIANCA II version, as illustrated in Section 3.3.1. However, a good
general agreement of BIANCA with the considered experimental data was
obtained by adjusting only one free parameter (the CL yield), after fixing the
threshold distance parameter through the comparison with photon survival
curves. Nevertheless a value of 5 µm for d appears to be too large with respect
to most values reported in the literature [128]; also this issue was addressed in
the BIANCA II version, in which smaller values were considered.

All the values used for the CL yield parameter, depending on radiation
quality (type and energy), are reported in table 3.1. This information will
be of fundamental importance for the study reported in Section 4.1, aimed to
provide a characterization for the types of DNA complex lesions that have a
role at inducing chromosome aberrations and cell death. Some of the values
reported in the table are not shown graphically shown in the Figures.
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Cell line Radiation type LET (keV/µm) CLs/(Gy·cell)
V79 γ-rays 1.6
V79 X-rays 1.7
V79 Protons 7.7 2.0
V79 Protons 10.1 2.1
V79 Protons 10.8 2.4
V79 Protons 17.8 2.6
V79 Protons 19.1 2.9
V79 Protons 27.6 3.2
V79 Protons 30.4 3.1
V79 He-ions 20 2.5
V79 He-ions 28 3.2
V79 He-ions 50 4.7
V79 He-ions 70 5.7
V79 He-ions 90 6.6
V79 He-ions 120 8.0
V79 C-ions 13 2.0
V79 C-ions 24 2.0
V79 C-ions 40 2.8
V79 C-ions 50 3.1
V79 C-ions 75 4.0
AG γ-rays 2.4
AG X-rays 3.8
AG Protons 1.1 4.6
AG Protons 2.5 5.2
AG Protons 4.0 5.4
AG Protons 7.0 6.7
AG Protons 11.9 7.9
AG Protons 18.0 10.1
AG He-ions 16.2 2.7
AG He-ions 132 15.9
AG C-ions 48.8 5.4
AG C-ions 76.3 6.1
AG C-ions 108 8.2
AG C-ions 147.6 11.3
AG Fe-ions 200 8.5
AG Fe-ions 300 8.6
AG Fe-ions 500 7.6

Table 3.1: Values of the CL yields used as input for the BIANCA code in
order to reproduce survival curves by different radiation types and energies.
The considered cell lines are V79 hamster fibroblasts and AG1522 or AG01522
human fibroblasts (simply denoted as AG).
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3.3 The BIANCA II version

In this section, the current version of the model, called BIANCA II and en-
tirely developed within this work, will be presented. Some shortcomings of
the BIANCA model were addressed in this version through some changes in
the assumptions and parameters. Moreover few technical improvements were
performed.

3.3.1 Description of the model

One of the problems of the BIANCA model version was related to the threshold
distance d. A good agreement with the experimental data was obtained setting
the value of this adjustable parameter to 5 µm for both hamster and human
normal fibroblasts. However this value appears to be too large if compared with
some experimental evidences; for instance, 1–2 µm DSB migration distances
have been estimated for MCF10A human epithelial cells [128]. Furthermore,
basing on the idea that repair mainly takes place in small channels separating
adjacent chromosome domains [148], in BIANCA II we assumed that a single
Cluster Lesion can travel a maximum distance similar to the ”radius” of the
hit chromosome territory; this lenght was found to be consistent with the dis-
tances found by Neumaier et al. Therefore in BIANCA II we continue using
a step-like distance dependence, to take into account the existence in the cell
nucleus of repair centers where DSBs should migrate for repair. However the
value of d was set equal to the mean distance between two adjacent chromo-
some territories, instead of being considered as an adjustable parameter like
in BIANCA. Technically, the mass center coordinates of all chromosomes were
computed as follows

x̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

x(i)

ȳ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

y(i)

z̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

z(i)

(3.6)

where N is the number of voxels constituting a specific chromosome territory,
and i is an index running over all voxels. The distances between all the pairs
of mass centers belonging to adjacent chromosomes were then computed and
averaged. The mean distance obtained in this way was finally the value as-
signed to d. Since human fibroblasts have a volume that is only slightly smaller
than hamster fibroblasts, but a significantly higher number of chromosomes,
the latter cell line is expected to be characterized by a larger value of d. In
particular, for the representative cells used in the simulations, d was found to
have a value of 3 µm for AG human fibroblasts and 3.6 µm for V79 hamster
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cells. It is important to point out that in BIANCA II the threshold distance d
is fixed a priori on the basis of the cell geometry, and it is not an adjustable
parameter anymore.

Another problem of the BIANCA model was related to the overestimation
of the survival level at low doses. In that version, a chromosome fragment
having at least one potential partner for rejoining (that is, at least another
fragment within the threshold distance d) was assumed to undergo rejoining
with 100% probability. This led to a situation in which an isolated CL (that is,
without another CL within d) could not cause chromosome aberrations, since
eu-rejoining would be the only possible outcome. Especially at low doses, this
issue could cause an overestimation of the survival level. In BIANCA II a
more realistic scenario was considered in which a chromosome fragment, even
if one or more potential “partners” are available within d, has a probability
f of remaining un-rejoined. This assumption is consistent with studies indi-
cating that a certain fraction of exchange-type chromosome aberrations are
“incomplete”, i.e. not all the involved chromosome fragments are finally re-
joined [149] [150] [151]. The observed probability of unrejoining tends to be
cell-line-dependent, since in general radiosensitive cells show higher frequen-
cies of deletions with respect to normal or radioresistant cells. For instance, in
ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) cells exposed to X-rays, the fraction of un-rejoined
breaks was five to six times higher than that for normal fibroblasts [152]. Con-
cerning a possible dependence on radiation quality, contradicting results can
be found in the literature. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, in the BIANCA
II model version we assumed that the value of f was cell-line-dependent but
LET-independent [153]. Every cell line should be therefore characterized by
a different f value, fixed through the comparison with experimental data, as
illustrated in the next Section for the two reference cell lines considered in this
work. For BIANCA II f is thus the second -and last- adjustable parameter.
In conclusion, in BIANCA II some changes were introduced concerning the
biophysical assumptions, but the adjustable parameters are still only two.

Finally, in BIANCA II the way to treat the CLs falling into ”empty” voxels
was changed. In particular, instead of re-positioning the lesion in a different
voxel, the CL is now assigned to the closest chromosome (which is identified by
calculating the distance from the chromosome mass center); the chromosome
arm is then chosen like in the BIANCA version. In this way, the CLs can be
distributed in the whole nucleus volume, avoiding to introduce a geometrical
bias. The testing of the BIANCA II version against experimental data, mainly
based on the comparison with chromosome aberration yields, will be illustrated
in the next Section, while the main results obtained with this version will be
the topic of Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Simulation of chromosome aberration yields

The testing of the BIANCA II model version was mainly focused on the com-
parison between simulations and experimental data on chromosome aberra-
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tions, both for V79 hamster fibroblasts and for AG1522 human fibroblasts. In
fact, although the final goal is the evaluation of cell survival, according to our
approach this endpoint is strictly related to lethal chromosome aberrations.
In particular, the first considered data set was that of the already mentioned
experiment by Cornforth and Bedford [40] on AG1522 cells exposed to X-rays
[153]. Figure 3.8 shows dose–response curves for different aberration types:
dicentrics, rings, and deletions (both separately and summed up to give ”total
aberrations”). The lines are simulation outcomes while the points are experi-
mental data. The error bars associated with the experimental points represent
95% confidence about means as reported in [40]. Error bars for ring aberra-
tions are not reported in the plots of the original paper, but we calculated
them by assuming Poisson statistics, that is

ε2σ = 2

√
nr
Nc

(3.7)

where ε2σ is the error at 2σ confidence level, nr is the number of scored rings
and Nc is the number of observed cells. This is the same procedure followed
by the authors of the experimental work to calculate error bars for the other
aberration types.

Figure 3.8: Yields (mean number per cell) of different aberration types (di-
centrics, rings and deletions, as well as total aberrations) in AG1522 primary
normal human fibroblasts exposed to different doses of X-rays. The lines are
simulation outcomes, the points are experimental data taken from [40]. Figure
modified from [153].

Both for dicentrics and rings, the simulated aberration yields are within
the experimental errors, with the only exception of dicentrics at 6 Gy. The ca-
pability of reproducing separately the yields of dicentrics and rings supported
the assumption adopted in BIANCA II for d, since we found that higher d
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values tend to overestimate the ratio of dicentrics to rings (the so-called “F-
ratio”), and viceversa. Concerning deletions, the simulated response is basi-
cally linear, while the experimental response shows a non-negligible quadratic
component. This can be explained considering that in the simulations most
deletions were “terminal deletions”, which being due to a single chromosome
break involve a single-particle mechanism proportional to dose, whereas ac-
cording to the authors most experimental deletions were of the “interstitial”
type, which requiring two chromosome breaks (also) involves a two-particle
mechanism proportional to the square of dose. However the general trend of a
clear prevalence of deletions compared to dicentrics is in agreement with the
data.

The curves reported in Figure 1 were obtained with a f value of 0.18, and
a CL yield of ∼1.3 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1. This value is lower than the value used
with the BIANCA version (where f = 0); in fact, by increasing f , the yield of
deletions, and thus of total aberrations, increased, implying that a lower CL
yield was sufficient to get the same yield of total aberrations. In the BIANCA
version, although it was possible to reproduce the yields of total aberrations
with f = 0 [129], at most doses the yields of deletions were underestimated by
a factor ∼2, and the yields of dicentrics were overestimated, again by a factor
∼2. On the contrary, as shown in Figure 3.8, the introduction in BIANCA II of
a f value higher than 0 allowed obtaining a good agreement not only with total
aberrations as a whole but also with dicentrics, rings, and deletions considered
separately. Through this comparison, a value for the f parameter was set;
lower f values in fact led to an underestimation of deletions associated with an
overestimation of dicentrics, whereas higher f values led to an overestimation of
deletions associated with an underestimation of dicentrics. The value 0.18 used
for f in this work was maintained fixed for any other simulation of AG1522 cells
irradiation, since in BIANCA II f is considered as independent of radiation
quality.

The second data set used for comparison was that of the experiment per-
formed by Cornforth, Bailey and Goodwin in 2002 [136] on AG1522 cells ex-
posed to alpha particles. These particles were delivered acutely, using a colli-
mated 85-MBq 238Pu source with a mean energy of 3.5 MeV and a LET of 116
keV/µm. In figure 3.9 the experimental yields of dicentrics, deletions and total
lethal aberrations are reported, together with the simulation results. The error
bars associated with the experimental points represent 95% confidence about
means and they were calculated like in the previuos experiment. All the simu-
lated aberration yields (at all dose levels) were within the 3σ confidence level.
The shapes of curves for the various aberration types are almost linear with
dose (consistent with the behaviour of high LET radiation). In order to repro-
duce the experimental data, the value of f was maintained fixed at 0.18 (as
explained before), while the CL yield was adjusted to ∼6.3 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1,
significantly higher than the yield used to reproduce the response to X-rays.
In conclusion, the BIANCA II model version was able to reproduce pretty well
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the dose-dependence of several different chromosome aberration types, for at
least two different radiation qualities.

Figure 3.9: Yields (mean number per cell) of different aberration types (di-
centrics, deletions and total lethal aberrations) in AG1522 primary normal
human fibroblasts exposed to different doses of 116 keV/µm alpha particles.
The lines are simulation outcomes, the points are experimental data taken
from [136].

As a last step in the testing of the model, an experiment on V79 chromo-
some aberrations was also analyzed. This was also essential for adjusting a
value of f for V79 cells, since every cell line should be characterized by its
own value. In an experiment performed by Carrano in 1973 [39], synchronous
cultures of V79 hamster cells were irradiated with 3 Gy of X-rays. The main
information collected by the author were the yields of deletions, two-hit aber-
rations (that is dicentrics plus centric rings), total lethal aberrations and also
isolated deletions (i.e. deletions in cells without two-hit aberrations). The ex-
perimental results, together with simulation outcomes, are reported in Table
3.2. The agreement is good and all the simulations are within a confidence level
of 1σ, except for the yield of isolated deletions, which is within 3σ. Another
important result concerns the statistical distribution of the two-hit aberra-
tions, which is reported in the original paper; the BIANCA Monte-Carlo code
allows for scoring the exact number of aberrations for each cell, and thus for
a comparison with the experimental data by Carrano. The fractions of cells
with 0, 1, 2 and 3 or more two-hit aberrations are reported in Table 3.3: the
agreement between simulations and experimental data is really high, with a
reduced Chi-Square value of ∼1.2. Thus by tuning only two parameters a good
agreement can be found with the yields of several aberration types and even
with their statistical distributions. The CL yield used to find the agreement
with the data was ∼1.7 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1, while f was set to 0.08. This value is
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smaller than the one used for human fibrobasts, consistent with the meaning
of f . In fact this parameter reflects the capability of a cell of repairing critical
DNA damages, and for AG1522 cells, which are more radiosensitive, a higher
number of Cluster Lesions (∼18% against ∼8% for V79 cells, according to our
simulations) will not be repaired.

Data 2-hit aberrations Deletions Isolated deletions Total
Exp. 0.410 ± 0.018 0.606 ± 0.022 0.370 ± 0.017 1.016 ± 0.029
Sim. 0.410 0.594 0.339 1.004

Table 3.2: Experimental and simulated yields (mean number per cell) of dif-
ferent aberration types (two-hit, deletions, isolated deletions and total aberra-
tions) in V79 Chinese hamster cells exposed to a single dose (3 Gy) of X-rays.
The experimental data were taken from [39]. The yield of isolated deletions was
calculated as the total number of deletions in cells without two-hit aberrations
divided by the total number of scored cells.

Fraction of cells 0 1 2 ≥ 3
Exp. 0.652 0.282 0.061 0.005
Sim. 0.651 0.292 0.054 0.003

Table 3.3: Experimental and simulated fractions of cells with 0, 1, 2 and 3
or more two-hit aberrations in V79 Chinese hamster cells exposed to a single
dose (3 Gy) of X-rays. The experimental data are taken from [39].

The two values of f obtained by these comparisons, both for AG1522 and
for V79 cells, were changed for irradiations with other radiation qualities, and
were used as input parameters for the simulation of cell curvival curves by
different ion species, as illustrated in Chapter 4. The results were used in
particular for applications in the field of hadrontherapy.
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Chapter 4
Results - Part II: model
applications

In Chapter 3 the structures of the different model versions were described, as
well as their assumptions and parameters and the first comparisons with ex-
perimental data. In the present Chapter the main results of both the BIANCA
and the BIANCA II versions, entirely obtained within this thesis work, will
be illustrated. In particular with BIANCA a study on the characterization of
the DNA Cluster Lesions (that is the critical DNA damage for chromosome
aberrations and cell death) was performed. With BIANCA II on the contrary
the attention was mainly focused on possible applications for hadrontherapy.
The effectiveness variation along a protontherapy beam was evaluated and the
effectiveness dependence on LET for Carbon ions was investigated. Other
studies, such has an investigation on a helium ion microbeam and on the sta-
tistical distributions of chromosome aberrations, were also carried out. Finally
a possible improvement to make the model more predictive was introduced.

4.1 Characterization of DNA Cluster Lesions

with BIANCA

As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, clusters of DNA DSBs can undermine local chro-
matin stability generating small DNA fragments, the loss of which is likely to
impair the function of all DSB repair pathways and to lead to cell death and
other endpoints including chromosome aberrations [154]. However, the spatial
dimensions of these clusters, which can be quantified in terms of number of
base-pairs, still need to be elucidated. Many theoretical studies based on radi-
ation track-structure simulations focused the attention on DSB++ (at least two
SSBs on each strand within 30 base-pairs) and other types of local DNA clus-
ter damage [155] [156] [157] [115] [158] [159]. Experimentally, DNA fragments
smaller than 70 bp were suggested to be implicated in the enhanced cell killing
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observed after high LET irradiation by Wang et al. [160]; a role for larger
fragments was suggested by Rydberg and co-workers basing on both experi-
ments and simulations [34] [161] [162] [163] (see Section 1.2.1). The authors
concluded that, in addition to local clustering, also a clustering at the chro-
matin fiber level, which they called ”regional clustering”, may be important.
Other authors [164] [165] proposed that the spatial distribution of DSBs in
looped chromatin domains at the Mbp level plays a crucial role in DSB repair
and that mis-repair involves DNA fragment loss at such DSB clusters. The
importance of this damage scale was also suggested in some modeling studies
[166] [48].

Thanks to the BIANCA model simulations, we attempted to provide a
characterization for such critical DNA damage, which is represented by the
Cluster Lesion (CL) parameter of the model. Yields of CLs were thus com-
pared with experimental or theoretical yields of DNA fragments of different
sizes taken from the literature, focusing on the ∼bp scale (”local clustering”,
related to the double helix), the ∼kbp scale (”regional clustering”, related to
the chromatin fiber) and the ∼Mbp scale (related to chromatin fiber loops).
To this purpose the CL yields used for all the simulations reported in Section
3.2.3 were considered [141]. This allowed us to have a large set of data regard-
ing the irradiation of two cell lines of different radiosensitivity by different ion
species covering a wide range of LET values.

The yields (average number per Gy and per cell) of cluster lesions used to
obtain the various survival curves reported in Section 3.2.3 are shown in Figure
4.1 as a function of the particle type and LET. With the exception of very high
LET values, the CL yield for a given particle type was found to increase with
LET for both cell lines (AG human fibroblasts and V79 hamster fibroblasts);
furthermore, lighter particles were more effective than heavier particles having
the same LET (as in the case of He ions compared to protons). Both these
features are consistent with the hypothesized clustering nature of such lesions,
since DNA cluster damage is known to show this kind of dependence on radia-
tion quality [115] [46]. The particle and LET dependence shown by CLs reflects
the dependence shown by cell survival, for which the RBE is characterized by
a peak around 100–200 keV/µm.

Concerning higher LET values, where the effectiveness in cell killing is
known to decrease, the effectiveness in DNA (cluster) damage is still an open
question. An increase also at very high LET has been found for DSB++,
whereas a maximum has been found around 300 keV/µm for DSB+ [159] and
around 400 keV/µm for fragments in the size range 0.1–2 kbp [34]. On the
contrary, the trend of a ”mixture” of different types of complex DSBs (defined
as a weighted sum of DSB, DSB+ and DSB++ in a 18-kbp chromatin fiber
stick), has been found in good agreement with cell survival RBE [167], while
a much smoother trend has been observed for fragments in the Mbp range,
with only a slight decrease above 200-300 keV/µm [168] [35] (see also Section
1.2.1). Concerning the differences between the two cell lines considered in this
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Figure 4.1: Yields of cluster lesions used in the simulations to obtain the various
survival curves reported in Section 3.2.3. The lines are simply guides for the
eye, whereas the points represent CL yields induced by protons (circles), He
ions (triangles), C ions (squares) and Fe ions (asterisks). Empty symbols refer
to V79 cells, full symbols and asterisks refer to AG1522 cells. Figure modified
from [141]

thesis work for a given particle type and LET, the lower CL yields for hamster
fibroblasts reflect the lower radiosensitivity of these cells with respect to human
fibroblasts. In fact cluster lesions represent those DNA lesions that are severe
and thus difficult to be repaired: while severity depends on radiation quality,
the difficulty in repair depends on the specific cell repair machinery.

After this qualitative analisys of the CL trend as a function of LET, the CL
yields were compared with yields of DNA fragments taken from experimental
or theoretical works available in the literature, with the aim of finding a char-
acterization for these lesions. The comparison was focused on three fragment
size scales:

• the base-pair (bp) scale (the scale of the so-called DSB++)

• the kbp scale, which is related to nucleosome packing in the chromatin
fiber

• the Mbp scale, which is related to interphase chromatin organization in
loops

Figure 4.2 reports the CL yields shown in Figure 4.1 for AG1522 cells compared
with yields of DSB++ calculated by PARTRAC Monte Carlo simulations [35]
[159]. With respect to DSB++, CLs increased with LET much less rapidly,
showing in general higher values at low LET and lower values at high LET.
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Furthermore, while DSB++ continued to increase also at very high LET, CLs
showed a (slight) decrease after 300–400 keV/µm.

Figure 4.2: Comparison between the CL yields for AG1522 cells (blue line for
protons, green line for He ions, red line for C ions and black line for Fe ions)
and calculated yields of DSB++ taken from [35] and [159] induced by protons
(blue), He ions (green), Fe ions (black) and other heavy ions (red), that is: B
of 37 and 180 keV/µm; N of 75 and 320 keV/µm; Ne of 210 and 680 keV/µm;
O of 430 keV/µm; C of 100, 201, 240 and 442 keV/µm. Figure modified from
[141]

In Figure 4.3, the CL yields for AG cells are compared with experimen-
tal or theoretical yields of DNA fragments with size at the kbp scale. The
following fragment data were considered: experimentally-detected fragments
with size in the range 1–9 kbp induced by gamma rays and 28.5 keV/µm
protons (Tabocchini et al., personal communication of data based on the Con-
stant Field Gel Electrophoresis technique described in [169]); experimentally-
detected fragments with size in the range 0.1–9 kbp induced by alpha particles
of increasing LET in the range 67–120 keV/µm [163]; fragments calculated by
the PARTRACK code with size in the range 1–9 kbp induced by the following
radiation types: 100 keV/µm alpha particles, C ions of 13.8, 201, 240 and 442
keV/µm and Fe ions of 201, 260 and 442 keV/µm [35]. The irradiated cell
line is the AG1522 line, with the exception of the data taken from Rydberg
et al. that are for GM98 (still normal human fibroblasts). The particle and
LET dependence shown by cluster lesions was rather similar to the depen-
dence shown by these kbp fragments, suggesting that such fragments may play
an important role in the induction of cell death and possibly other endpoints
such as chromosome aberrations. This is in line with the idea that endpoints
like chromosome aberrations and cell death require the disruption of the chro-
matin fiber continuity, which is very likely following DSB clusters, but much
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less likely following less complex DSBs [25] [154]. An analogous conclusion has
been drawn by means of Monte Carlo simulations by Friedland et al. [167],
who found that regional DNA damage clusters (within a 18-kbp chromatin
fiber stick) were in closer correlation to cell inactivation experimental data
with respect to local clusters. Moreover Rydberg et al [162], referring to clus-
tering at the chromatin fiber level, stated that ”if these clusters are important
for cell killing, a possible hypothesis could involve chromatin fiber breakage at
sites of clusters and a high probability of forming chromosomal aberrations”.

Figure 4.3: Comparison between the CL yields for AG1522 cells (blue line
for protons, green line for He ions, red line for C ions and black line for Fe
ions) and experimental or theoretical yields of kbp size DNA fragments taken
from the literature ([163] and Tabocchini et al., personal communication, for
the experimental yields; [35] for the theoretical yields) induced by γ-rays or
protons (blue), He ions (green), C ions (red) and Fe ions (black). A LET value
of 0.3 keV/µm was assigned to γ-rays [18]. Figure modified from [141]

In Figure 4.4, the CL yields for AG cells are compared with theoretical
yields of DNA fragments with size in the range 0.023–1 Mbp calculated by
PARTRAC Monte Carlo simulations [35], as well as experimental yields of
DNA fragments with size in the range 0.005–1.1 Mbp taken from Hoglund et
al. [168]. The latter has been obtained applying pulsed-field gel electrophoresis
and fragment analysis to normal human skin fibroblasts (GM 5758) exposed to
60Co γ-rays, 40 keV/µm He ions and N ions of 80, 125, 175 and 225 keV/µm.
Quantitatively, the yields taken from the experimental work (empty symbols
and crosses) were higher than those deriving from PARTRAC simulations (full
symbols and asterisks). This may depend on the fact that the experimental
data has been obtained at much higher doses (in the range 30–200 Gy) with
respect to the simulations, which have been performed at 5 Gy. However, both
data sets showed only a slight increase in the yield of these fragments in the
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region of intermediate-to-high LET; cluster lesions, on the contrary, showed a
steep increase. A similar behavior has been suggested by Lobrich et al. [170],
who measured the size distribution of DNA fragments in GM38 normal human
fibroblasts exposed to X-rays, 97 keV/µm N ions and 150 keV/µm Fe ions,
covering a total range between 0.1 kbp and 10 Mbp.

Figure 4.4: Comparison between the CL yields AG1522 cells (blue line for
protons, green line for He ions, red line for C ions and black line for Fe ions)
and theoretical yields of DNA fragments with size in the range 0.023–1 Mbp
induced by He ions (full square), C ions (asterisks) or Fe ions (triangles) taken
from [35], as well as experimental yields of DNA fragments with size in the
range 0.005–1 Mbp induced by γ-rays (circle), 40 keV/µm He ions (empty
square) and N ions of 80, 125, 175 and 225 keV/µm (crosses) taken from [168].
Figure modified from [141]

Clearly it is also possible that two or more classes of DNA cluster damage
play a role, although probably with different ”weights”. An interesting attempt
in this sense has been performed by Friedland et al. [167], who found good
agreement between experimental RBE for cell inactivation and calculated RBE
for a weighted sum of three different DSB classes (DSB, DSB+ and DSB++),
especially for the case of regional clustering within a 18-kbp chromatin fiber
stick. However, according to our simulations, CLs showed a better agreement
with kbp size fragments rather than DSB++ or Mbp size fragments, suggest-
ing an important role for the disruption of the chromatin fiber continuity at
inducing cell death and chromosome aberrations.
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4.2 Applications of BIANCA II for hadron-

therapy

After applying the BIANCA model to cell survival, the BIANCA II version was
developed and used in particular for hadrontherapy applications. As mentioned
in the previous Chapters, protons are usually considered low-LET radiation,
and a constant relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of 1.1 is generally applied
in clinical practice. However, both in vitro and in vivo studies indicate that
proton effectiveness increases with decreasing energy, that is increasing LET.
This implies an increase of effectiveness with depth along the SOBP, as well
as an extension of the biological effective range. In vivo, the average RBE at
mid-SOBP is ∼1.1, ranging from 0.7 to 1.6 [103]; in vitro data on clonogenic
cell survival indicate an average value at mid-SOBP of ∼1.2, ranging from 0.9
to 2.1 [103]. Furthermore, the RBE depends not only on the particle energy
but also on many other factors, such as

• dose level: this could introduce discrepancies in treatments with a differ-
ent number of fractions (and thus with a different dose per fraction);

• cell type: tissues characterized by a different radiosensitivity may have
different responses;

• biological endpoint: although the main endpoint of interest for tumor
cells is cell death, other endpoints (e.g., mutations, non-lethal chromo-
some aberrations, etc.) may be relevant for normal tissues.

Although clinical results do not indicate that the use of a constant RBE is in-
correct, no trials specifically investigated RBE variations. Applying a constant
RBE of 1.1 may lead to an underestimation of the damage to normal tissues,
especially for treatments involving organs at risk just beyond the tumor, such
as the retina for eye tumors and the heart for (left) breast tumors, which are
becoming a major application of protontherapy [171]. On the other side, the
currently available RBE data might be insufficient to support a change in clin-
ical practice [104]. Incorporating variations in biological effectiveness without
directly considering the RBE may be an alternative strategy.

Since BIANCA II does not make direct use of experimental RBE values,
the first model application to hadrontherapy consisted of the evaluation of the
biological effectiveness variation along a therapeutic proton SOBP [153]. In
addition to the dependence on depth (that is on LET), we also investigated
the dependence on the three factors mentioned above, that is: dose level, cell
line radiosensitivity and biological endpoint. The model was applied to the 62-
MeV proton beam used to treat ocular melanoma at the CATANA facility of
INFN-LNS in Catania, Italy (see Section 2.3.2). Experimental survival curves
taken from the literature [45] for AG01522 cells exposed to pristine peaks
and SOBPs from the CATANA beam were reproduced, and cell death and
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chromosome aberrations were calculated for different depth positions along a
SOBP. The depth-dose profile was the same used by Chaudhary et al. and
it is reported in Figure 4.5, both for the monoenergetic and the Spread-Out
case. Finally, cell death and chromosome aberrations were predicted for V79
cells exposed to the same dose profile.

Figure 4.5: Dose (dashed lines) and LET (solid lines) profiles for 62-MeV
monoenergetic (top) and modulated (bottom) proton beam configurations. P1-
P6 indicate the positions of cell irradiations. Figure taken from [45].

4.2.1 Reproduction of proton survival curves

The first step of this study consisted of reproducing experimental survival
curves obtained with the 62-MeV CATANA beam by Chaudhary et al. [45].
In that experiment, AG01522 primary normal human fibroblasts were exposed
to six positions along a pristine Bragg peak (water-equivalent depths: 1.69,
28.21, 29.28, 29.76, 30.24 and 30.72 mm) and at six positions along a SOBP
(water-equivalent depths: 1.52, 19.22, 24.28, 30.14, 30.82, 31.22 mm). After
irradiation, the cells were immediately trypsinized, counted, seeded, and incu-
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bated to allow for macroscopic colony formation; colonies consisting of at least
50 cells were scored as viable.

Figure 4.6 reports simulated survival curves for the six positions along the
pristine peak (corresponding to the following LET values: 1.1, 4.0, 7.0, 11.9,
18.0, and 22.6 keV/µm), together with the experimental data for comparison
and their error bars, which represent one Standard Deviation. All simula-
tions were performed adopting the same value of the chromosome fragment
unrejoining parameter f used to calculate chromosome aberrations in AG hu-
man fibroblasts, which was 0.18 (see Section 3.3.2). The yields of CLs, which
depend on radiation quality, were adjusted separately for each curve; they
ranged between ∼4.1 and ∼8.0 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1, increasing with the radiation
LET. Also the X-ray reference curve of the experiment was reproduced, with
3.3 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 as input. Despite the general agreement with the experi-
mental data, in some cases, typically for curves corresponding to the highest
considered LET values, there was a tendency to underestimate the experi-
mental survival at the highest considered dose, which was 3 Gy. A statistical
analysis was performed in order to evaluate this discrepancy. For 1.1 and 4.0
keV/µm the value of the reduced chi-square was around 1. Higher values were
found for the other four curves, mainly due to the point at 3 Gy. However, at
least in two cases (7.0 and 22.6 keV/µm), the simulations were close to the fit
performed by the authors, since the relative difference between calculated and
fitted survival was smaller than 20%.

Figure 4.6: Cell survival curves for AG01522 primary normal human fi-
broblasts exposed at six depth positions along a pristine proton Bragg
peak(corresponding to the following LET values: 1.1, 4.0, 7.0, 11.9, 18.0, and
22.6 keV/µm). The lines are simulation outcomes, the points are experimental
data taken from [45]. Figure modified from [153].

Figure 4.7 reports simulated survival curves and experimental points for the
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six positions along the modulated Bragg peak, corresponding to the following
dose-averaged LET values: 1.2, 2.6, 4.5, 13.4, 21.7, and 25.9 keV/µm. The
value of f was maintained fixed at 0.18, while the CL yield was adjusted
separately for each curve, ranging between ∼3.7 and ∼6.4 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1.
An underestimation of the experimental survival at high doses was found also
in this case, especially for the highest considered LET values. The agreement
between simulations and experiments was particularly good for the lower LET
curves, since a reduced chi-square around 1 was obtained for 1.2, 2.6, and 4.5
keV/µm. Higher (reduced) chi-square values were found for 13.4, 21.7, and
25.9 keV/µm, mainly due to the points at the highest doses (3 and 4 Gy).
However, with the only exception of the point at 3 Gy for the 21.7 keV/µm
curve, the relative difference between calculated and fitted survival was not
larger than 20%. It is also worth mentioning that, since the highest LET
values refer to the descending part of the SOBP, where the doses are lower,
the calculations of the effectiveness at high doses of the highest LET values
were not used for the predictions of cell killing and chromosome aberrations
along the SOBP dose profile, which will be illustrated in the next Section.

Figure 4.7: Cell survival curves for AG01522 primary normal human fibrob-
lasts exposed at six depth positions along a proton SOBP (corresponding to
the following dose-averaged LET values: 1.2, 2.6, 4.5, 13.4, 21.7, and 25.9
keV/µm). The lines are simulation outcomes, the points are experimental
data taken from [45]. Figure modified from [153].

Interestingly, the CL yields used for the curves reported in Figure 4.7 were
lower than the CL yields used for the pristine peaks of Figure 4.6. This is
consistent with the higher RBE observed in the experimental work for the
pristine peaks with respect to the SOBP. This systematic deviation is probably
related to the averaging procedures in the presence of a LET distribution along
the SOBP, as discussed for carbon beams by Belli et al. [172].
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The simulated cell surviving fraction and chromosome aberrations at dif-
ferent dose levels for AG cells were used for the study illustrated in the next
Section. An analogous analysis was performed on V79 cells, which are rather
radioresistant and are widely used in the characterization of hadrontherapy
beams. The final goal consisted of predicting cell death and chromosome aber-
rations for V79 cells along the SOBP dose profile used in [45] to irradiate
AG01522 cells (as well as U87 cells, which however were not considered in our
work). As a preliminary step, to adjust the model parameters before perform-
ing such predictions, experimental survival curves taken from the literature for
V79 cells exposed to different monoenergetic proton beams, as well as X-rays
as a reference [46] [142], were reproduced.

Figure 4.8 reports calculated survival curves for X-rays and four monoener-
getic proton beams (with LET values: 7.7, 11.0, 17.8, 27.6 keV/µm), together
with experimental data; all the curves were obtained adopting the same value
of f used to calculate chromosome aberrations in V79 cells, which is 0.08
(see Section 3.3.2). The CL yield was adjusted separately for each curve; the
X-ray curve was obtained using a CL yield of 1.5 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1, whereas
the four proton curves were obtained with CL yields in the range ∼2.0–3.2
CLs·Gy−1·cell−1, increasing with LET. For the curve at the lowest LET (7.7
keV/µm), the value of the reduced chi-square was 1.8. Higher (reduced) chi-
square values (around 3-4) were found for the other curves. However only the
points at 0.6 Gy and 6 Gy of the curve at the highest LET (27.6 keV/µm)
showed a displacement larger than 3σ compared to the experimental points.
The CL yields for V79 cells were lower than the CL yields for AG01522 cells
exposed to similar radiation qualities, as a consequence of the lower radiosensi-
tivity of V79 cells. In fact, although the CL yield mainly depends on radiation
quality, it is also modulated by the specific target cell response. This is consis-
tent with the biophysical meaning of this parameter, which represents a type
of DNA damage that is severe and difficult to be repaired.

4.2.2 Depth-dose profiles

After reproducing the survival curves for both AG and V79 cells, the model
was applied to investigate the depth- and dose- dependence of the beam ef-
fectiveness along the CATANA proton SOBP, in terms of both cell death and
chromosome aberrations, starting from human fibroblasts. For different depths
in water of the SOBP dose profile of Figure 4.5, Figures 4.9 and 4.10 report the
calculated relative fraction of inactivated cells and the calculated relative yield
of dicentrics, assuming a dose of 2 Gy in the plateau region. The term “rela-
tive” means that each quantity was normalized with respect to the proximal
point.

For the six depth positions considered in [45], the cell killing calculations
did not add substantial information with respect to the experimental work.
However, the model allowed predicting the fraction of surviving cells also for
other positions, with focus on the dose fall-off region that can be critical for
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Figure 4.8: Survival curves for V79 cells exposed to four monoenergetic proton
beams (LET: 7.7, 11.0, 17.8, and 27.6 keV/µm), as well as X-rays as a reference.
The lines are simulation outcomes, the points are experimental data taken from
the literature: [46] for X-rays, 7.7 keV/µm protons and 11.0 keV/µm protons;
[142] for X-rays, 17.8 keV/µm protons and 27.6 keV/µm protons. Figure
modified from [153].

normal tissue damage (see Figure 4.10). These calculations were performed
considering two points, for which the information was available from the ex-
periments, linearly interpolating the CL yields and using the resulting yield
as input for a simulation at the intermediate depth at the right dose level.
Moreover, the model provided predictions of chromosome aberrations, which
were not investigated in the experimental work [45]. This information may
be useful in the framework of normal tissue damage evaluation, since certain
types of chromosome aberrations (typically, some reciprocal translocations)
are known to be related to cell conversion to malignancy [38]. For this rea-
son, dicentric yields were shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10: they are thought to
be not significantly different than the yields of reciprocal translocations, which
are the symmetrical counterpart of dicentrics among inter-chromosomal simple
exchanges (see Section 1.2.2).

The beam effectiveness, for both cell death and chromosome aberrations,
was found to increase with depth along the plateau, and high levels of biological
damage were also found beyond the distal fall-off. For instance at ∼31 mm
in water, where the physical dose was about 40% of the proximal dose, the
fraction of inactivated cells was almost 80% of the fraction of inactivated cells
at the proximal position. The (relative) increase in chromosome aberrations
with increasing depth along the plateau was more pronounced with respect to
cell killing: while cell killing increased by a factor ∼1.1, the yield of dicentrics
(and, thus, reciprocal translocations) in the distal position was more than 1.4
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Figure 4.9: Calculated fraction of inactivated cells (blue symbols) and calcu-
lated mean number of dicentrics per cell (green symbols) at different depths of
the SOBP dose profile reported in Figure 4.5, which is also shown in the figure
(red symbols). Each quantity was normalized with respect to the proximal
position. The lines are simply guides for the eye [153].

times higher with respect to the proximal position. This is an example of
dependence of biological effectiveness on the considered endpoint.

Predictions of cell death and chromosome aberrations were also performed
assuming different plateau doses. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 report predictions for
the fraction of inactivated cells (Figure 4.11) and the mean number of dicentrics
per cell (Figure 4.12) at different depths of the SOBP, assuming a plateau
dose of 1 or 4 Gy. For comparison, the Figures also report the results for 2
Gy. Again, the results were normalized with respect to the proximal position.
Increasing the physical dose (from 2 to 4 Gy) reduced the increase in biological
effectiveness along the plateau, whereas decreasing the dose (from 2 to 1 Gy)
led to an even more pronounced increase in effectiveness. This is consistent
with the well-known dose-dependence of RBE, which tends to be higher at
lower doses and vice-versa (see Section 1.2.4). The non-constant proton RBE
therefore may have less relevance for hypofractionated treatments. However,
while for cell death the highest considered dose (4 Gy) led to an almost flat
biological effectiveness along the plateau, for chromosome aberrations even
that dose implied an increase in effectiveness.

To compare the effectiveness of protons with that of X-rays, the ratio be-
tween the level of effect (cell death or chromosome aberrations) induced by
a given dose of protons and the level of effect induced by the same dose of
X-rays was also investigated for different positions along the SOBP dose pro-
file. Although this quantity has not the same meaning as the RBE, which
is defined as the iso-effect ratio between X-ray dose and proton dose, both
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Figure 4.10: Distal and fall-off region of the SOBP shown in Figure 4.9 [153].

these ratios reflect variations in biological effectiveness. Figure 4.13 reports,
for different depths along the SOBP dose profile assuming a plateau dose of
2 Gy, the calculated ratio between proton-induced cell death (i.e., fraction of
inactivated cells) and cell death induced by the same dose of X-rays. This ratio
will be called RI , where “I” means “inactivation.” The figure also reports the
ratio between the yield of lethal aberrations (i.e., mean number of dicentrics
plus rings plus deletions per cell) induced by protons and the yield of lethal
aberrations induced by the same dose of X-rays, which will be called RLA, as
well as the ratio between the yield of dicentrics induced by protons and the
yield of dicentrics induced by the same dose of X-rays, which will be called
RDIC .

All these ratios increased with depth due to the increase in proton LET.
However, their depth dependence showed different features. In particular,
RDIC (ratio between proton- and X-ray dicentrics) increased up to more than
3.5, whereas RLA (ratio between proton- and X-ray lethal aberrations) and RI

(ratio between proton- and X-ray cell inactivation) increased up to about 2.
Again, this is an example of different effectiveness when different endpoints –
even different types of chromosome aberrations – are considered. The fact that
dicentrics, considered as representative of reciprocal translocations, showed a
more pronounced increase with respect to lethal aberrations and cell death
may have implications in the evaluation of the risk to normal tissues.

In Figure 4.14, the same quantities reported in Figure 4.13, that is RI , RLA

and RDIC , are plotted as a function of the (dose-averaged) LET, rather than
as a function of depth. With the exception of the two points at the lowest
LET, this revealed a basically linear increase of RLA with LET. Therefore,
at least for LET values in the range ∼5–25 keV/µm, additional RLA values
(where “additional” means in correspondence of additional LET values and,
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Figure 4.11: Predicted fraction of inactivated cells at different depths along the
SOBP, assuming a plateau dose of 1 Gy (green symbols), 2 Gy (blue symbols),
or 4 Gy (red symbols). Each quantity was normalized with respect to the
proximal position. The lines are simply guides for the eye [153].

thus, additional depth positions, with respect to those considered in Figures
4.11 and 4.12) can be derived by linear interpolation. If the yield of lethal
aberrations induced by the same dose of X-rays is known (for instance, from
experiments), RLA would then provide the yield of lethal aberrations induced
by protons (LAp). According to our model, LAp would then allow calculating
proton cell survival for these additional depth positions.

After investigating the proton effectiveness dependence on the biological
endpoint and dose level (in addition to depth), the model was also applied
to V79 hamster fibroblasts in order to address also the dependence on the
target radiosensitivity. The first step consisted of reproducing with the model
simulations a set of experimental cell survival curves, as illustrated in Section
4.2.1 and reported in Figure 4.8. The results were then used to evaluate cell
death and chromosome aberrations for V79 cells along the same SOBP dose
profile used for AG01522 cells. While for human fibroblasts a real experiment
has been performed with the CATANA proton beam, for V79 cells the results
presented below are pure model predictions.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 report predictions of cell death (i.e., fraction of in-
activated cells) and chromosome aberrations (i.e., mean number of dicentrics
per cell) for V79 cells along the proton SOBP of Figure 4.5, as well as the dose
profile. The results, which were obtained assuming a plateau dose of 2 Gy,
were normalized with respect to the proximal position. The considered LET
values are those considered in Figure 4.8, in addition to three other values
(i.e. 3.0, 10.1 and 20.0 keV/µm, for which the survival data for comparison
were taken from [102], [46] and [142], respectively), which were not reported
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Figure 4.12: Predicted mean number of dicentrics per cell at different depths
along the SOBP, assuming a plateau dose of 1 Gy (green symbols), 2 Gy (blue
symbols), or 4 Gy (red symbols). Each quantity was normalized with respect
to the proximal position; the lines are simply guides for the eye [153].

in Figure 4.8. The corresponding depths were calculated from the LET profile
reported in Figure 4.5 (panel b).

Like for AG01522 cells, the beam effectiveness was found to increase along
the plateau, and high levels of biological damage were also found beyond the
distal dose fall-off. Moreover, the increase in chromosome aberrations along
the plateau was more pronounced than the increase in cell killing, reflecting
the radiation effectiveness dependence on the specific endpoint. Interestingly,
the increase in biological effectiveness was more pronounced for V79 cells than
for AG01522 cells. For instance, for V79 cells the fraction of inactivated cells
increased along the plateau by a factor that was more than 1.2, whereas for
AG01522 cells this factor was < 1.1. This behaviour reflects the dependence
of proton effectiveness on the last investigated factor, that is cell radiosensi-
tivity; moreover it is consistent with the higher RBE generally shown by cells
exhibiting smaller α/β ratios [104], as is the case of V79 cells.

In conclusion, in line with other works, this study indicated that assuming
a constant RBE along a proton SOBP may be sub-optimal. In particular, as
follows from Figures 4.9 and 4.15, if the dose profile was not flat, but decreas-
ing with depth to have a flat biological effectiveness for the more radiosensitive
tissue (which is generally the healty tissue), the effectiveness in the radiore-
sistant tissue (generally, the tumor) would still remain sufficiently high. In
this way the tumor would receive a level of damage (cell death) that is not
smaller than expected, but the damage to healty tissues, both in the distal
and fall-off regions, may be reduced, thus limiting possible damages to organs
at risk. Figure 4.17 reports a modulated depth-dose profile which would allow
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Figure 4.13: RI (ratio between proton-induced and X-ray-induced cell inacti-
vation after the same dose, blue symbols), RLA (ratio between proton-induced
and X-ray-induced lethal aberrations after the same dose, red symbols), and
RDIC (ratio between proton-induced and X-ray-induced dicentrics after the
same dose, green symbols) calculated at different depths of the SOBP dose
profile of Figure 4.5, assuming a plateau dose of 2 Gy. The lines are simply
guides for the eye [153].

for a flat biological effectiveness in AG cells along the considered SOBP (in
terms of cell death and chromosome aberrations), according to the BIANCA
II model calculations. In order to obtain this result, the dose position should
be reduced of about 20% compared to the proximal point.

4.2.3 Application to carbon ions

An analogous study was carried out on a carbon ion SOBP, again with the
BIANCA II model version. The experimental data used for comparison consist
of several survival curves of V79 hamster fibroblasts irradiated with carbon ions
at different dephts along a SOBP used for the radiobiological characterization
of the CNAO beam, shown in Figure 2.12. The five irradiation depth positions
are at 4, 12.5, 14, 16 and 17.5 cm, corresponding to dose-average LET values
of 14, 35, 38, 53 and 100 keV/µm, respectively [107]. A X-ray curve was also
used as reference.

The main goal of our study was the evaluation of the variations in carbon
ion effectiveness (in terms of cell death and chromosome aberrations) along
the SOBP. The first step of the work consisted of reproducing the five survival
curves obtained at CNAO by irradiating V79 cells in the five depth positions,
plus the X-ray curve. In the simulations, the value of the unrejoining parameter
f was maintained fixed at 0.08 (as determined in Section 3.3.2), and the CL
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Figure 4.14: RI (ratio between proton-induced and X-ray-induced cell inacti-
vation after the same dose, blue symbols), RLA (ratio between proton-induced
and X-ray-induced lethal aberrations after the same dose, red symbols), and
RDIC (ratio between proton-induced and X-ray-induced dicentrics after the
same dose, green symbols) for the (dose-averaged) LET values corresponding
to the depth positions considered in Figure 4.13. The lines are simply guides
for the eye [153].

yield was the only parameter to be adjusted for every curve, in order to find a
good agreement with the data. For photons a value of 1.1 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 was
used, while for carbon ions the values ranged between ∼3.1 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1

(for the 14 keV/µm curve) and ∼5.2 CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 (for the 100 keV/µm
curve). In Figure 4.18 both the experimental data (points with 1σ error bars)
and the simulation results (lines) are shown. The 38 keV/µm curve is not
reported to avoid making the figure too ”crowded”. The agreement between
simulations and experiments is good, with χ2 values smaller than 1 for the 14
and 53 keV/µm curves, aroud 2.5 for the 100 keV/µm curve, and higher than
3 for the 35 and 38 keV/µm curves. The higher chi square values found for 35
and 38 keV/µm are entirely due to the point at 4 Gy, while all other points
were within one Standard Deviation from the experimental data.

As a subsequent step, like in the case of the proton SOBP illustrated in
the previous Section, a characterization of the variation of different endpoints
with depth was performed also for the carbon ion case. For a constant dose
of 2 Gy along the SOBP region (that is between 12.5 and 17.5 cm), the vari-
ations of cell surviving fraction (and thus cell death) and dicentric yield were
quantified, according to the model predictions. Like in the previous study, cell
death was analyzed since it is a quantifier for the damage to the tumor, while
dicentrics are a good index for the damage to healty tissues: since their yield is
comparable to the yield of reciprocal translocations, which in turn are related
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Figure 4.15: Predicted fraction of inactivated cells (blue symbols) and mean
number of dicentrics per cell (green symbols) for V79 cells at different depths
of the SOBP dose profile reported in Figure 4.5, which is also shown in the
figure (red symbols). Each quantity was normalized to the proximal point.
The lines are simply guides for the eye [153].

to cell conversion to malignancy.
Figure 4.19 shows the cell surving fraction S, the fraction of inactivated

cells (defined as 1-S) and the dicentric yield (average number of dicentrics
per cell) for the four positions along the carbon ion SOBP. The LET values
corresponding to these positions are 35, 38, 53 and 100 keV/µm. All the values
reported in Figure 4.19 were normalized to the values assumed at the proximal
point. Interestingly, the fraction of inactivated cells increased by a factor ∼1.4
(from the proximal to the distal point), while the dicentric yield increased by
a factor ∼2. Again, the variation in effectiveness depends on the considered
biological endpoint. From this plot it clearly appears the well-known necessity
to modulate the dose profile along the SOBP, in order to obtain a flat biological
effectiveness.

4.3 Other applications

In addition to the studies aimed to DNA damage characterization and to ap-
plications for hadrontherapy, the BIANCA model also allows for other types
of applications. The first result presented in this Section concerns the inves-
tigation of a particular case of interest in radiobiology, that is the biological
effectiveness of a microbeam, where each cell is irradiated with an exact number
of ions. Afterwards, a study concerning the statistical distribution of different
types of chromosome aberrations in irradiated cells will be illustrated. Finally
a further analysis of the trend of Cluster Lesions will be presented, with the
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Figure 4.16: Distal and fall-off region of the SOBP shown in Figure 4.15 [153].

aim of going towards a purely predictive model. All these last results are still
preliminar.

4.3.1 Microbeam irradiation

In a conventional broad-beam in vitro irradiation the effects of single parti-
cles cannot be quantified, due to the Poisson distribution of particle tracks
traversing the target cells. However the damage induced by an exact num-
ber of particles can be studied and analyzed thanks to charged-particle mi-
crobeam facilities. These studies are important in radiobiology since they are
performed in controlled conditions, allowing for a good knowledge of the energy
absorbed by a cell in terms of space, time and quantity. With the BIANCA
Monte-Carlo code (and its different versions) it is possible to faithfully simulate
the exact irradiation conditions, by fixing a well-defined number of traversing
particles and their positions. At the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB-Braunschweig) an ion microbeam facility is available. The accelerator
facility, including a Van-de-Graaff (VdG) accelerator and an energy variable
cyclotron, can provide protons with energies between 1 and 20 MeV and al-
pha particles with energies between 1 and 28 MeV. The achievable LET values
range between 3 keV/µm and 200 keV/µm in water. The beam diameter is less
than 2 µm (FWHM), obtained thanks to the focusing properties of quadrupole
magnets. More details on the facility can be found in [174] and [175].

In the framework of the ’BioQuaRT’ (Biologically weighted Quantities in
RadioTherapy) EU project coordinated by Hans Rabus an in situ protocol for
the analysis of the chromosome damage induced by charged particles has been
developed. This method allows for the simultaneous scoring of chromosome
aberrations and micronuclei on the same irradiated sample (although in this
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Figure 4.17: Modulation of the depth-dose profile which, according to the
BIANCA II model, would allow for a flat effectiveness (in terms of cell death
and chromosome aberrations) for AG01522 cells [173].

work we were only interested in aberrations). Details on this approach can be
found in [176]. In this context the following experiment has been performed
by Patrono et al.: different types of chromosome aberrations (in particular
dicentrics, rings and acentric fragments) have been scored after microbeam
irradiation with protons and alpha particles of different energies. The ions
were provided by the PTB microbeam, and the irradiation was performed on
Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells, widely used in radiobiology experiments.
In particular the considered radiation qualities were: 10 MeV He-ions, 20 MeV
He-ions or 10 MeV protons. The corresponding LET values were 90, 37 and 4.7
keV/µm, respectively, while the number of particles per cell were 10, 25 or 200,
respectively. These numbers were chosen in order to have approximately the
same nominal dose deposition in every cell: in agreement with Equation 1.11,
and assuming the same cross-sectional area for each cell, the product between
number of particles and LET should remain constant. For all radiation quali-
ties, five (nominal) positions were targeted in each cell nucleus, corresponding
to the following coordinates in a system with the origin in the nucleus centre:
(0,0), (2,2), (-2,2), (-2,-2), (2,-2).

Concerning the simulation work performed within this thesis, the first step
consisted of estimating the (mean) dose to the cell nucleus, developing an ad
hoc simulation code. The cell nucleus was represented as a spherical calotte
with variable base area (mean value = 68 µm2) and fixed maximum thickness
(4 µm). For each cell, the actual nucleus area was taken from a Gaussian
distribution with mean value = 68 µm2. Like in the experiments, each nucleus
was irradiated from the bottom by a well-determined number of particles, de-
pendent on particle type and energy. The nominal positions of the particle
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Figure 4.18: Cell survival curves for V79 hamster fibroblasts exposed at four
depth positions along a carbon ion SOBP (corresponding to the following dose-
averaged LET values: 14, 35, 53 and 100 keV/µm). The lines are simulation
outcomes, the points are experimental data obtained at CNAO [A. Facoetti,
personal comunication].

tracks were the five mentioned above; in order to take into account the intrin-
sic uncertainties, the actual position for a particle entering the nucleus was
“shifted” radially with respect to the nominal position, by a quantity taken
from a Gaussian distribution with FWHM = 4.5 µm (as measured in this par-
ticular experiment). This way, about 11% of the particles were found to fall
outside the cell nucleus. For each cell nucleus, the energy deposited by each
particle traversal was calculated multiplying the particle LET by the nucleus
traversal length, and the dose to that nucleus was calculated dividing the en-
ergy deposited by all particle traversals by the mass of that nucleus (assuming
1 g/cm3 as a density). Finally, the mean dose was calculated summing up all
doses and dividing them by the number of considered cells. Such calculations
provided a mean dose of 2.3 Gy. These estimations are consistent with in-
dependent calculations performed by Nagasawa and Little [177] for the same
cell line exposed to a 112 keV/µm alpha-particle broad beam, for which the
authors calculated that at 2 Gy the mean number of nucleus traversals was
11. Their calculations were based on CR-39 fluence measurements and a mean
nuclear area of 62.2 µm2.

After estimating the mean dose, in the context of chromosome aberration
simulations the cell nuclei were modelled as cylinders with circular base (radius:
4.7 µm; height: 4 µm); the assumed geometry was simpler than that used
for dose estimation for the sake of simplicity. The mean distance between
two adjacent chromosomes, that is the threshold distance d, resulted to be
2.9 µm, while the unrejoining parameter f was set equal to 0.08 like for the
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Figure 4.19: Calculated fraction of inactivated (blue) and surviving cells (light
blue), and calculated mean number of dicentrics per cell (green) at different
depths of the SOBP reported in Figure 2.12. The dose level was fixed at 2 Gy
(red). Each quantity was normalized with respect to the proximal position.
The lines are simply guides for the eye.

previous work on V79 Chinese Hamster lung fibroblasts (see Section 3.3.2).This
corresponds to assume similar DNA repair mechanisms for different types of
Chinese hamster fibroblasts, which seems a reasonable approximation. To
simulate the irradiation, the CLs were distributed within the nucleus along
parallel segments representing the ”core” of the particle tracks for both protons
and alphas, with a fixed number of particles depending on radiation quality.
The entering ion positions were established as described above. The procedure
of chromosome aberration simulation and scoring was the same described in
Chapter 3.

Table 4.1 reports, for the three considered radiation qualities, calculated
yields of Dicentrics + Rings, as well as excess acentric fragments. The corre-
sponding experimental yields (with errors calculated assuming Poisson statis-
tics) are reported in parenthesis. The last two columns report the mean number
of“Cluster Lesions”(per particle and per cell, respectively) used to perform the
calculations. By tuning the CL yields in order to find a good agreement with
the experimental yield of D+R, the experimental ACE are overestimated; the
discrepancy between data and simulations tends to become more pronounced
with decreasing LET. This might represent an indication that the f parame-
ter should be LET-dependent, because smaller f values with decreasing LET
would lead to smaller yields of acentric fragments. As an example, setting f
equal to 0.02 in the case of 37 keV/µm alphas would lead to 0.34 D+R and
0.22 ACE, in agreement with the experimental data.

Finally it is worth mentioning that the increase in the yield of CL/particle
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Ion E LET Ions (D+R)/cell ACE/cell CL/ion CL/cell
α 10 90 10 .60 (0.60±0.06) .78 (0.69±0.07) 0.82 8.2
α 20 37 25 .35 (0.36±0.04) .50 (0.21±0.03) 0.24 5.9
p 10 4.7 200 .35 (0.36±0.06) .48 (0.15±0.04) 0.029 5.8

Table 4.1: Calculated yields of Dicentrics+Rings (D+R) and excess acentric
fragments (ACE) obtained by irradiating CHO cells with a fixed number of
particles. The energy is expressed in MeV, while the LET in keV/µm. The
three used radiation qualities are: 10 MeV alphas, 20 MeV alphas or 10 MeV
protons. The CL yields (per particle and per cell) used in the simulations are
also reported. The experimental data for comparison reported in parenthesis
were kindly provided by A. Testa and C. Patrono (personal communication).

is consistent with the increase in LET: from 37 keV/µm alphas to 90 keV/µm
alphas, the LET increases by a factor ∼2.4 and the CL/particle increases
by a factor ∼3.4; from 4.7 keV/µm protons to 37 keV/µm alphas, the LET
increases by a factor ∼7.9 and the CL/particle yield increase by a factor ∼8.3.
On the contrary, the yield of CL/cell reflects both the LET and the number of
particles: from 37 keV/µm alphas to 90 keV/µm alphas, the LET increases by
a factor ∼2.4 but the number of particles per cell decrease by a factor 2.5; from
4.7 keV/µm protons to 37 keV/µm alphas, the LET increases by a factor 7.9
but the number of particles decreases by a factor 8, leading to similar yields
of CL/cell and thus similar yields of aberrations/cell.

4.3.2 Chromosome aberration distributions

In in vitro studies addressed to the investigation of chromosome aberrations,
in addition to aberration yields also their statistical distribution can be of in-
terest in order to better understand the biophysical mechanisms leading to the
production of this cytogenetic damage. Several theoretical and experimental
works have dealt with this topic, pointing out that, while in some cases chromo-
some aberration distributions can be approximated by a Poisson distribution,
under various conditions this approximation is not valid [178] [179] [180] [181].
Indeed in many cases these distributions appear to be overdispersed, i.e. they
have a variance larger than their mean; at high doses also underdispersion has
been observed [182]. Moreover the shape of the distributions varies with the
considered aberration type and the radiation quality: in particular the dis-
placement from poisson distribution appears to be more significative for high
LET particles.

Within this thesis work an analysis of chromosome aberration distributions,
both on experimental data and on simulations by the BIANCA II model, was
performed. An original tool for this analysis was developed using the Python
programming language and the scientific NumPy framework: different statisti-
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cal distributions can be compared with both experimental and simulated data,
and their agreement can be evaluated by a Chi Square test. The first analyzed
data were those by Carrano [39], presented in Table 3.3. As already pointed
out by the author of the original paper, the distribution of two-hit aberrations
(dicentrics plus rings) induced in V79 cells by 3 Gy photons can be fitted by
a Poisson distribution, with a high agreement confirmed by a χ2 value smaller
than 1. The same consideration holds for the distribution simulated by the
BIANCA II model, which was found to be in agreement with the experimental
data. This result is also supported by other works, such as the one by Edwards
et al. [178], who observed that the distribution of dicentrics may be described
by Poisson statistics in the case of X-ray irradiation.

However, according to the simulations performed with the BIANCA II
code, the situation appears different if specific cases (e.g. particular aberration
types or their combinations) are taken into account. For instance, in the case
of V79 cells exposed to 2 Gy of X-rays, while the single aberration categories
were approximately fitted by a Poisson distribution, the yields of total Lethal
Aberrations (dicentrics plus centric and acentric rings plus deletions) showed
a deviation with respect to Poisson statistics, as shown in Figure 4.20. The
reduced χ2 value was of ∼15.1.

Figure 4.20: Frequencies of Lethal Aberrations (dicentrics plus centric and
acentric rings plus deletions) per cell induced in V79 cells by 3 Gy of X-rays.
The points are the outcomes of simulations carried out by the BIANCA II
model (with error bars smaller than the symbol size), the line represents a
Poisson distribution having the same mean value as the data. The reduced χ2

value was ∼15.1

The subsequent step consisted of searching for a statistical distribution that
could better describe the simulation outcomes. By considering that, according
to the model assumptions, the yield of DNA Cluster Lesions (CL) follows the
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Poisson statistics, and that chromosome aberrations are the result of random
rejoining between pairs of chromosome fragments produced by the initial CLs,
it is reasonable to think that chromosome aberrations should not follow the
Poisson statistics. We thus took into account a compound Poisson-Poisson
(Neyman type A) distribution, in which the number of aberrations per cell is
given by the product between the number of CLs per cell and the mean number
of aberrations induced by one CL. The number of aberrations per cell induced
by n CLs is thus given by the following probability distribution

Pnµ(m) =
(nµ)me−nµ

m!
(4.1)

where µ represents the mean number of aberrations per CL. Since the number
of CLs, n, is a Poisson variable with a certain mean λ, the aberration distri-
bution of aberrations can be computed by a Neyman type A distribution, as
follows

P (m) =
∞∑
n=0

Pnµ(m)Pλ(n) =
∞∑
n=0

(nµ)me−nµ

m!

λne−λ

n!
=
µme−λ

m!

∞∑
n=0

nm(e−µλ)n

n!

(4.2)
In the considered case the mean number of CL per cell, λ, was ∼2.91, while the
mean number of aberrations per cell was ∼0.44. The mean number of aberra-
tions per CL, µ, was therefore ∼0.15. Using these values we obtained a distri-
bution in high agreement with the simulation outcomes on Lethal Aberrations,
as shown in Figure 4.21. The agreement between the theoretical distribution
and the simulation outcomes is quantified by a reduced χ2 value of ∼0.91.
Therefore the Neyman type A distribution, already used by other authors for
heavy particle irradiation [179], seems to fit well the ”total” aberration data
also for X-ray irradiation. It is important to note that in our case this was
not a fitting procedure, since there was no adjustable parameter; all the quan-
tities in Equation 4.2 were indeed known and fixed a priori. Interestingly,
the agreement with the simulation outcomes on the single aberration types
(in particular dicentrics and deletions) was better for the Poisson distribution
than for the Neyman one; this issue deserves further investigation.

A similar approach was applied to proton irradiation. In that case the
compound Poisson-Poisson distribution was derived from the distribution of
the particle tracks in the cell nucleus (which is poissonian by definition in the
BIANCA model) and the distribution of chromosome aberrations per track.
Denoting the number of tracks traversing a cell nucleus with k, and their mean
value with ξ, the resulting distribution was

P (m) =
∞∑
k=0

(kµ)me−µ

m!

ξke−ξ

k!
=
µme−ξ

m!

∞∑
k=0

km(e−µξ)k

k!
(4.3)

In this case µ clearly represents the mean number of aberrations per track. This
distribution was compared with simulation outcomes of ”total” chromosome
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Figure 4.21: Frequencies of Lethal Aberrations (dicentrics plus centric and
acentric rings plus deletions) per cell induced in V79 cells by 3 Gy of X-rays.
The points are the outcomes of simulations by the BIANCA II model, the line
is the represent the trend of a Neyman type A distribution. The reduced χ2

value for the evaluation of the agreement between the data and the theoretical
distribution is ∼0.91

aberrations induced in V79 cells by 27.6 keV/µm protons at a dose of 2 Gy.
In this case the mean number of tracks k was ∼51, while the mean number of
aberrations per cell was ∼1.31. Therefore the mean number of aberrations per
track, µ, was ∼0.026. The agreement of such a distribution with the simulation
outcomes was better with respect to a Poisson distribution having mean equal
to the average number of aberrations per cell. However the agreement was not
good as in the case of X-rays, and the χ2 value was ∼9. This was probably due
to the high average number of tracks per cell nucleus, which led to a distribution
quite similar to the original simple Poisson distribution. Treating k as a free
parameter and performing a fitting procedure, the agreement of the Neyman
type A distribution would be higher, but the aim of the present study is to find
a distribution that, basing on mechanistic assumptions and without parameter
adjustment, allows for the description of simulated and experimental data.
This work is clearly at a preliminary stage; a testing of other distributions (for
example the negative binomial) and a systematic extension of this approach
to other cell lines (such as AG1522 human fibroblasts) and other ion types (in
particular carbon ions) is currently in progress.

4.3.3 Towards a predictive model

The last study performed within this thesis work was addressed to a deeper
analysis of the experimental data and the parameters used for the simulations,
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in order to obtain a purely predictive model. The basic idea was to collect
a wide data set on a single reference cell line, exposed to several radiation
qualities, and to predict the response of other cell lines to different types of ra-
diation (only their response to photons is needed). In particular we developed
a formula allowing to convert the Cluster Lesion yield (input prameter of the
BIANCA II model) of the reference cell line in the ”right” yield for another
cell line, depending on the ion type and LET used for the irradiation. In this
case we chose V79 hamster fibroblasts as a reference target cell line (due to
the abundance of data in the literature) and AG human fibroblasts as repre-
sentative target on which testing the approach. This choice was simply due to
the availability of data already collected for the previous studies performed in
this thesis, but in principle this method may be extended to other cell lines.

First we analyzed the trend of the CL yields used as input for the sim-
ulations of V79 survival curves, both for protons and for carbon ions. The
considered radiation qualities are those reported in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3,
that is: protons of 7.7, 11, 17.8 and 27.6 keV/µm; carbon ions of 14, 35, 38,
53, and 100 keV/µm. The average number of CLs/(Gy·cell) and CLs/µm used
to perform the simulations which led to the curves shown in Figures 4.8 and
4.18 are reported in tables 4.2 and 4.3. The mean number of CLs/µm can be
derived from

CL

µm
=
CL

cell
· 1

N · l
(4.4)

where N is the average number of particles traversing the cell nucleus and l is
the lenght of every traversal (corresponding to the nucleus thickness); however
they can be easily calculated through Equation 3.2. The average number of
CLs/µm showed a highly regular dependence on LET, as shown in Figure 4.22
for protons and Figure 4.23 for carbon ions. The two curves were fitted by a
linear-quadratic function like the following one〈

CL

µm

〉
= a · LET + b · LET 2 (4.5)

The fit parameters were

ap = 3.72 · 10−4

bp = 1.38 · 10−5 (4.6)

for protons, and

aC = 4.70 · 10−4

bC = 5.45 · 10−6 (4.7)

for carbon ions. Thanks to these fits, the value of 〈CL/µm〉, and consequently
of 〈CL/(Gy · cell)〉, for any LET value (in the considered range) of the two ion
types, can be known with a good approximation.
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Protons (V79)
LET [keV/µm] 7.7 11 17.8 27.6
〈CL/(Gy · cell)〉 2.0 2.3 2.6 3.2
〈CL/µm〉[10−3] 3.6 6.0 10.8 20.8

Table 4.2: Average numbers of CL/(Gy·cell) and of CL/µm used to reproduce
V79 survival curves by protons of different LET. The curves are those reported
in Figure 4.8.

Carbon ions (V79)
LET [keV/µm] 14 35 38 53 100
〈CL/(Gy · cell)〉 2.5 2.6 2.9 3.3 4.3
〈CL/µm〉[10−3] 8.2 21.5 26.0 41.2 101.4

Table 4.3: Average numbers of CL/(Gy·cell) and of CL/µm used to reproduce
V79 survival curves by carbon ions of different LET. The curves are those
reported in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.22: Yields of CL/µm used to reproduce the V79 survival curves by
protons reported in Figure 4.8. The line represents the linear-quadratic fit of
the points.
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Figure 4.23: Yields of CL/µm used to reproduce the V79 survival curves by
carbon ions reported in Figure 4.18. The line represents the linear-quadratic
fit of the points.

After that, a formula to convert the yield of CL/µm for V79 cells into
a yield of CL/µm for AG cells for any LET value was derived, taking into
account that the differences in the induction of DNA damage in two different
cell lines rely not only on the different cell radiosensitivity, but also on the
target geometry. These two features were represented by the yield of Cluster
Lesions per unit DNA mass (for example per Dalton) induced by a reference
radiation and the DNA density (that is the number of DNA Dalton in the
nucleus volume), respectively. The resulting formula was

〈
CL

µm

〉
AG,p

=

〈
CL

µm

〉
V 79,p

·

〈
CL

Gy·Da

〉
AG,X〈

CL
Gy·Da

〉
V 79,X

· NDa,AG

VAG
· VV 79

NDa,V 79

(4.8)

The index p refers to the incident radiation (protons in this case, but the same
holds for carbon ions), the index X refers to the reference radiation (X-rays),
NDa is the number of DNA Dalton in a cell nucleus and V is the nucleus
volume. Since the product between CLs/(Gy·Da) and the number of Dalton
contained in the nucleus is the quantity CLs/(Gy·cell), Equation 4.8 reduces
to

〈
CL

µm

〉
AG,p

=

〈
CL

µm

〉
V 79,p

·

〈
CL

Gy·cell

〉
AG,X〈

CL
Gy·cell

〉
V 79,X

· VV 79

VAG
(4.9)

This formula is compatible with Equation 3.2 if one assumes that
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CL
Gy·cellAG,X
CL

Gy·cell V 79,X

=

CL
Gy·cellAG,p
CL

Gy·cell V 79,p

(4.10)

which is reasonable, since these ratios should reflect the response of the target
to radiation, with no dependence on the projectile. Since the yield of CL/µm
is known for the reference cell line (V79) at any LET, the predicted yield of
CL/µm for the new cell line (AG) can be deduced, for any LET value as well,
thanks to Equation 4.9.

The final step consisted of the verification of the validity of this Formula.
For protons the goal was to reproduce with BIANCA II the survival curves
by Chaudhary et al. [45] presented in Section 4.6; however, while in that case
the CL input parameter was adjusted separately for each curve to find a good
agreement with the experimental data, now the CL yield was deduced from
Equation 4.9, applied to the V79 data set. In particular the LET proton values
used for AG01522 irradiation (1.1, 4.0, 7.0, 11.9, 18.0 and 22.6 keV/µm) were
used in Equation 4.5 with parameters taken from 4.6; the 〈CL/µm〉 values for
V79 cells thus found were then used in Equation 4.9 in order to find 〈CL/µm〉
values for AG survival curve simulations. For both cell lines the CL yields
for X-rays irradiation for both the cell lines were those used in Section 4.2.1
(1.5 and 3.3 CL·Gy−1·cell−1 for V79 and AG, respectively). The six 〈CL/µm〉
values found in correspondence to the six LET values were finally converted
into values of CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 and used as input for the simulations of the
survival curves. The obtained CL yields are reported in Table 4.4, while the
results of the simulations are shown in Figure 4.24. The agreement between
the simulated curves and the experimental data was very good for the lower
LET values, with reduced χ2 values of 1.3 and 1.1 for the first two curves;
the χ2 values were between 4 and 8 for the three subsequent curves, and the
agreement was basically lost for the 22.6 keV/µm curve. This issue deserves
further investigation, but it is worth underlining that the simulations are pure
model predictions, without any a posteriori parameter tuning.

Protons (AG01522)
LET [keV/µm] 1.1 4.0 7.0 11.9 18.0 22.6
〈CL/(Gy · cell)〉 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.3 6.1 6.6
〈CL/µm〉[10−3] 1.0 4.2 8.0 15,7 27.4 37.9

Table 4.4: Average numbers of CL/(Gy·cell) and of CL/µm obtained from
Equation 4.9 and used to reproduce AG survival curves by protons of different
LET.

Concerning carbon ion irradiation, the same method was used, starting
from the V79 data set of Figure 4.8 and applying Equation 4.9 to deduce the
〈CL/µm〉 to simulate AG survival curves by carbon ions of different LET.
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Figure 4.24: Pure model predictions, without any parameter tuning, compared
with experimental survival curves for AG cells irradiated by protons of differ-
ent LET (1.1, 4.0, 7.0, 11.9, 18.0 and 22.6 keV/µm). The lines are model
simulations, whereas the points are experimental data.

The experimental data are those reported in Figure 3.6 and 3.7: 76.3 and
108 keV/µm carbon ion data were taken from Hamada et al. [137], while the
48.8 and 147.6 keV/µm data were taken from Kavanagh et al. [146]. The
CL yields for photon irradiation were 1.1 and 1.7 CL·Gy−1·cell−1 for V79 and
AG cells, respectively. The four CLs·Gy−1·cell−1 obtained for the four carbon
LET values are reported in Table 4.5; the comparison between simulated and
experimental survival curves is shown in Figure 4.25. The agreement was
good, with reduced χ2 values between 1.5 and 3.3 for the first three curves.
The curve with the highest LET was characterized by a high χ2 value, which
however becomes smaller than 1 if the point at 1.5 Gy is not taken into account;
moreover the shape of the simulated curve was very similar to the linear-
quadratic data fit. Again, the relevance of these results relies on the fact that
the simulations are pure model predictions, obtained without any a posteriori
parameter tuning.

Carbon ions (AG01522)
LET [keV/µm] 48.8 76.3 108 147.6
〈CL/(Gy · cell)〉 5.1 6.1 7.2 8.6
〈CL/µm〉[10−3] 63.2 117.9 198.1 323.9

Table 4.5: Average numbers of CL/(Gy·cell) and of CL/µm obtained from
Equation 4.9 and used to reproduce AG survival curves by carbon ions of
different LET.
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Figure 4.25: Pure model predictions, without any parameter tuning, compared
with experimental survival curves for AG cells irradiated by carbon ions of dif-
ferent LET (48.8, 76.3, 108.0, 147.6 keV/µm). The lines are model simulations,
whereas the points are experimental data.

The results presented in this Section are among the main outcomes ob-
tained within this thesis. This study however is still at a preliminary stage:
the lack of agreement for ”high” LET proton survival curves needs to be fur-
ther investigated, and the approach needs to be tested and extended to other
particle types (such as alpha particles) and to other cell lines, in order to be-
come more general. In any case this method can be considered as a first step
towards a purely predictive model.
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Conclusions and future
perspectives

In this thesis work, cell death and chromosome damage (which are both impor-
tant for hadrontherapy) by charged particles were investigated by the develop-
ment and application of a biophysical model. The model, implemented in the
form of a Monte-Carlo simulation code and called BIANCA, is based on few
assumptions on the main mechanisms and is characterized by two adjustable
parameters only. Providing simulated dose-response curves directly compa-
rable with experimental data, BIANCA was used both to investigate some
radiobiological open questions and for applications in the field of hadronther-
apy.

In particular, after testing the model against experimental data, a study on
the initially-induced DNA damage suggested that DNA cluster lesions at the
kilobase-pair level may play a role in the subsequent induction of chromosome
aberrations and cell death, in addition to damages at smaller scales, such as
the so-called DSB++ (defined as at least two SSBs on each strand within 30
bp). Furthermore, an analysis of the biological effectiveness variation along
a therapeutic proton beam as a function of depth and other physical factors
supported the idea that the constant proton RBE currently applied in clinics
may be sub-optimal. On the contrary, non-constant dose profiles may allow
to better exploit the features of these particles, possibly reducing the damage
to healthy tissues. An analogous study was performed on carbon ions, with
results in line with what is currently applied in clinics.

In the last part of this work a formula was developed, linking the yields of
DNA Cluster Lesions used as input parameters for a reference cell line with
those used for other cell lines. More specifically, starting from the reproduction
of a complete set of experimental data on hamster fibroblasts (taken as a ref-
erence) exposed to different radiation qualities, cell survival curves of human
fibroblasts were predicted for proton and carbon ion irradiation in a wide en-
ergy range. This study is still preliminary and the approach tends to fail for the
highest considered proton LET. However for the other curves the agreement
with the experimental data was good and this method seems promising, show-
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ing that the BIANCA approach can be applied not only to interpret already
existing data, but also to perform predictions.

Concerning the possible future perspectives, a correction of the tendency
of the model version BIANCA II to overestimate the effectiveness at very low
survival levels for some radiation qualities is planned. A possible solution
may consist of introducing a dependence on the LET for the f parameter,
which represents the unrejoining probability for the initially-induced chromo-
some fragments. Furthermore we plan to extend the model to other cell lines,
including tumor cells. Caution is needed in this latter case, also considering
that tumor cells are often characterized by tetraploidy or other changes in
the karyotype, which will require the implementation of an ad hoc cell nucleus
model. Still in the framework of tumor therapy, the model may also be applied
to simulate the induction of non-lethal, transmissible chromosome aberrations
in normal cells surrounding the tumor region, since some of these aberration
types (such as reciprocal translocations involving specific genes) are related to
the induction of (second) tumors. As regards the predictive approach devel-
oped in the last part of this thesis, the method should be extended to other ion
types (such as He-ions) and other cell lines. As a final step, to be of practical
use, the model will be “coupled” to a Treatment Planning System and/or a
radiation transport code. To this aim, a collaboration with the FLUKA group
has already been established in the framework of the ”MC-INFN/FLUKA”
project funded by INFN.
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